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several decades and musical genres in terms of content.
es '80s classic-rock tunes
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they also covfrom 20G0
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Last year was the first time
that Trinity's Spring Weekend
came with, a pricetag attached for
students. When the Tripod asked
TJ. Barber, then Assistant
Director of Student Activities
and Campus Centers* about the
$10 entrance fee he replied that,
"with the yearly increase in costs
associated with putting on a
weekend of shows, as we do for
Spring Weekend, the way we ran
it is here to stay." True to his
word, this year's Spring
Weekend came with an identical
cost to the students, which unsurprisingly also drew many of the
ame complaints as. last year.
Unfortunately, while the cost,
remained the same, the overall
format of the weekend did not.
Instead of a big-name acts playing both the Friday and the
Sunday shows, the Friday show
consisted of only local cover
band The Degenerates, while the
tnree well-know acts — Howie.
Day, Reel Big Fish, and-Fabolous
- as well as The Family, Trinity's
Battle of the Bands winner, were
crammed into a single Sunday
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Fabolous and his crew of backup singers close out the Spring Weekend concert.
afternoon performance.
Despite the misgivings of
many students, Friday night
tamed out to be an impressive
success. While early attendance
at the Luau, like most Trinity

events, was relatively low, a sizable crowd built up over the
course of the night. Althoagh the
idea of a local cover-band as the
night's headline act was off-putting for a number of students,

those who did attend expressed
satisfaction with the quality of
The Degenerates's performance.
Abi Moldover '.05 offered the
opinion that, "they were a lot of
fun; they piayed songs you could
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Recap of the Year's Top Stories 35 Years of Umoja
On Vernon Street
Kill a Mockingbird, and he had Trinity first in the 'Little
this to say about meeting his wife: Race/Class Interaction' category
"We were 19. We've been having and fourth in the 'Town-Gown
The sun is at its shiniest, birds the same love affair since then. So Relations are Strained' category."
are at their singiest, seniors are at it was like, incredible. I'm 19. In other news, Trinity girls are hot
their antsyest, and, naturally, this She's 19." Sigh. *Update: Since and the Pope is Catholic. (Oh wait
can only mean one thing: the July 1, 2004, Jimmy Jones has ... too soon?)
Tripod has come to the year's last become a Veritable rock star and
Oct. 19, 2004: Trinity
issue. Sadly, we, your much- now has an underground cult fol- Students Arrested at Yale. On
beloved school newspaper, and lowing.
Email Oct. 3, four guys use a fire extinyou, our faithful readers, must lisa.sanpascual@trincoll.edu to guisher to vandalize students'
part ways for another barren, ask about t-shirts, key chains, and rooms and the college's library
Tripod-less, and generally other "Jimmy!" paraphernalia.
and are charged with criminal
depressing four months of sumSept. 21, 2004: Princeton trespassing. A certain Greek
mer vacation.
Review to Update Trinity Info. organization gets bad press, and
But fear not. We know you "For the second consecutive year,
simply can't get enough of us. So The Princeton Review ranked
see END-OF-YEAR on page 10
anticipating your painful withdrawal period, your friendly ediI N S I D E
tors have kindly cooked up some
Tripod leftovers for you to chew
on. In case you have missed any
Tune into one senior's
of our year's major headlines, we
experience with mud
here have compiled a timeline ofslides and other drunkthe Tripod's most, newsworthy,
en actions during
bizarre, and just plain juicy stoSpring
Weekend by
ries, complete with completely
unnecessary commentary. Thus,
flipping to page. 9.
your Features section proudly
presents our very first annual
What's the deal with the confus- Sevendust comes to the Webster
End-of-the-Year Wrap-Up.
ing online voting? Read about Theater. Learn about ii on page
Aug. 3, 2004: An Interview this Tooth's voting woes.. Page 3. 14.
with Jimmy Jones. Trinity welCheck out a freshman's expectacomes James F. Jones, Jr. as its Read about the newly elected
members of the SGA Executive tions and reality check on coming
21st President. He reveals in an Board on page 6.
to college on page 9,
interview that when traversing the
Opinions
page 2
Arts
Kilimanjaro (and back) he went
page 14
page 5
Announcements
page 17
nine days without showering, he News
Features
page 9
Sports
page 20
has a dog named Atticus inspired
by his favorite Southern novel To
wivw.trinitytripod.com
LISA SAN PASCUAL
FEATURES EDITOR

EMMA BAYER

STAFF WRITER
Trinity's Cultural Houses
came together to commemorate
the 35th anniversary of Umoja and
the fifth anniversaries of the AsianAmerican Students Association
and La Voz Latina last weekend.
Students and administrators spoke
about the history of the cultural
houses and what the houses mean
to them. Everyone enjoyed food
provided by the houses and music
by Trinity band The Family.

American culture, politics and
social issues at Trinity. Soto called
all three cultural houses "gifts of
the opportunity to thrive and reach
our highest potential" as .an institution and as individual students.
Anne Kim '07, a member of
AASA's executive board, spoke
next to "prolong and preserve the
history" of the cultural houses and
"make sure everyone understands
what the cultural houses are for."
The Asian American Student
Association, through educational
and social programming, explores

"This is a great birthday party
to have," said President Jimmy
Jones. "It is wonderful to have the
see CULTURAL on page 7
exterior [of these houses],' but what really
counts is what goes on
inside."
Erick Soto, the
head of La Voz Latina;
spoke about the founding of the LVL House
when, "over 5 years
ago, a group of students
saw it necessary to
leave an imprint here"
and did so by establishing places that would
be "all-inclusive" for
the community within
and outside Trinity. La
Abi Moldover
Voz Latina promotes
awareness of Latin Speeches were given in the Party Bam.
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The issue of whether to compensate SGA officials and other student leaders
at Trinity has been a recent topic of debate for many members of the Trinity community. Both those directly and indirectly affected by this potential measure have
felt strongly and been very expressive of their opinions. In the Tripod alone we
have-published comments by faculty, students, trustees and even a parent, who
wrote a letter to the editor expressing displeasure at the prospect of paying student
leaders.
After serving as Editor-in-Chief of the Tripod this spring and as an editor for
the past seven semesters, my opinion on this matter has dramatically changed since
freshman year. Like other students intensely involved in an extra-curricular activity, I used to feel indignant and angry at spending so much of my time working hard
without any and academic credit or compensation in return. I have come to the conclusion however, that the costs of rewarding student leaders would far outweigh the
benefits.
Now that graduation and summer are quickly approaching, I have started to
look back and realize that the best times I have had at Trinity are those for which
nothing has been given in return. I wouldn't trade any of the times I've have spent
with my friends or involved in extra-curricular activities for money, credit or any
other form of reward. This is because I firmly believe that it is the voluntary and
independent aspect of being a student leader that makes it an intensely valuable and
enjoyable experience. When money or credit is introduced, it decreases the likelihood that those involved are there because they love what they do. I can honestly
say that every person I have worked with on the Tripod staff has done so because
they care about the paper and they care about providing a service to Trinity.
I have no regrets about the way I have spent my semesters at Trinity. Giving
up sleep and perfect grades in favor of being involved in campus life hasn't always
been easy, but it is a small price to pay for the experiences and memories I will graduate with in a few weeks. I want to thank the Tripod staff being such a substantial
part of my life at Trinity. I've never laughed so hard, been so angry or worked as
intently as I have during production nights. I hope everyone reading this is as lucky
as I have been to work and become friends with such a dedicated, intelligent and
wonderful group of individuals.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod oi&ce is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street; Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.coni
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860) 297-2584

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 pjn. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
' - -• -A ' '
Letters may be submitted via:
Campus Mail Box 702S82
E-Mail: tripod@mail.trincoU.edu
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Commemoration Event Underappreciated
To the Editor:
This is in response to the article in last week's Tripod about the
student production of "Cabaret at
the Edge of the World," a compilation of songs in Yiddish and
Polish that were written during
the Holocaust in the ghettos of
Europe. The article was more of a
critique on the campus culture of
Trinity than about the piece itself.
Although I understand and
agree with much of what was
written in the article, I would like
to focus more on the work that
was actually performed. The
piece was meant to underscore
the point that cultural resistance,
in the face of certain death, flourished in many ghettos. Young
song writers and performers in
occupied Poland wrote songs
from the heart about love, loss,
hunger, deprivation, and yearning. These were performed wonderfully by the Trinity cast.
Director Sarah Spiegel '07 kept a
tight pace that reflected the beauty and the pathos of these haunting and poignant songs, which the
students sang with passion, talent

and emotional intensity.
Jennifer Moor laments the
fact that more people did not see
this performance. I could not
agree more, although the performers themselves chose the
intimate small space of Summit
South. These remarkable Trinity
students who took on the task of
learning to pronounce Yiddish
and Polish have agreed to perform the piece again in a larger
community setting next semester.
I would like to point out that
there are two annual Holocaust
commemorations in the Greater
Hartford area that the Trinity
community is welcome to attend.
The local Jewish community is
sponsoring the Annual Holocaust
Commemoration at Beth El
Temple in West Hartford on May
5 at 7 p.m. The Statewide
Holocaust Commemoration will
take place hi the Senate
Chambers of the State Capital on
May 6 at noon.
Sincerely,
Lisa Kassow
Hillel Director

Bush, Lincoln Share
Mission, Rhetoric
OLIVER HAMMOND
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

In my Communications and
Politics class we were asked to
compare George W. Bush's
Second Inaugural Address given
in January 2005 with Abraham
Lincoln's second inaugural which
was delivered about 140 years
ago in March of 1865 just before
the end of the Civil War.
I find it ironic that almost a
century and a half apart two very

among ourselves, and with all
nations."
Do these words of morality in
the eyes of God and the spreading
of democracy to "all nations"
sound familiar? They are from
Abraham Lincoln's second inaugural address.
Now read an excerpt from
George Bush's:
"[America] will persistently
clarify the choice before every
ruler and every nation: The moral

I find it ironic that almost a century and a
half apart two very different types of presidents fought wars to spread democracy...
different types of presidents
fought wars to spread democracy
not just in America, but across the
globe.
"With malice toward none,
with charity for all; with firmness
hi the right, as God gives us to see
the right, let us strive on to finish
the work we are in, to bind up the
nation's wounds, to care for him
who shall have borne the battle,
and for his widow, and his orphan
- to do all which may achieve and
cherish a just and lasting peace

choice between oppression,
which is always wrong, and freedom which is eternally right.
America will not pretend that
jailed dissidents prefer their
chains, or women welcome
humiliation and servitude, or that
any human being aspires to live at
the mercy of bullies."
Bush's speech addresses
modern day oppression that, like
the slavery of 140 years ago, has
see FREEDOM on page 4
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Spring Weekend, thanks to the perfectly-timed rain, turns into a
mud wrestling extravaganza. PT would like to thank all of PT's
friends for the muddy hugs.
•
.
Howie Day is his own band A i PT laughed at the girl "whihto kick off Sunday's concerts.
nig, "He's not even singing!
Everyone rocks out to Reel
Bis Fish
Fabolous headlines Spring
Weekend.

PT enjoyed all the violence
of a ska show with none of
the ethos.
i - i - P T put PT's hands up.
* • JAepeatedly. We got it, dude.
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SGA Poll Misleads Students Don't Donate Until
Violent Students Go
LAURENCE TOOTH

OPINIONS-CONTRIBUTOR
While I'm sure elections for
officers ran smoothly last
Tuesday, the polls the Student
Government Association wanted
student input on did not.
The first poll was for the "trial
integration of Elton and Funston
next year. The question Tead,
"Would you support the integration of Funston and Elton on an
experimental level?" This question is phrased in such a manner
that a 'Yes' response would indi-

r

cate that an individual would, a need to mention it here, but it
indeed, support the integration of was not the end. At the bottom,
the two dorms, thus passing the just above the 'Yes' and 'No'
referendum.
boxes was a sentence that read, JAMES STEVENS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
A 'No' response would indi- "This referendum will pass if you
cate that an individual does not vote no."
I'm not going to donate to
Trinity College. This might not
Who had decided to add such a singuseem like a shock to some, but up
until
this last month, I had
larly counterintuitive sentence to aquesplanned on giving. But, because
tion that was already simple?
the administration, after four

support the referendum and it
would not pass. Had that been the
end of the text, there would not be

Dear Jimmy...
Questions and Queries for President I ones.
Question. "\Yhcil was \oui rvajw
when you woio in college and. it you
: a ntudent at Tiinily right now. what
yiiu choose to major in and why •'"

My intellectual odvsscy h.is. as do
many, a peal nun\ tuin.s tn Hie road. M\
original dream had been to stud} piano ill
Juilliard with the wotJd-jvnowned
Li/ John.snn
Rtipinu I.cvine, for decide* one oi die
I
Eic««c«r piano tc.idiei* in the world and Piiderewski's daughter as
• vvoij. i pave up this particular punuit at the age of 15 when I ieul] .....I ±LI I could never pla\ Schubert's Sonal.i in Gb well enough
I ••\. n :.i 'ravel to New York u> audition for Madame levinc. In the
i uisuing years. [ wandeied between majoring in Latin and majoring
• in «i modem language (in my prop school, we had to rend Latin
j through Virgil and take a modern, limited in those antediluvian dajs
! 'o only C'tennan or French). 1 he only tiring I really wanted was never
. I.- !..i»^ id leave school, something 1 know 1 .share with ii great many
. .r, .. illeagucs on the faculty whose greatest hope i» simply to
[ s;vn,| ;!n'ii adult lives as leadieis and as scholars. My decision as to
j my nelo vas ultimately made not by me but rathei b> professors at
I the University of Virginia, where I was an undergraduate.
j
The long-disappeared Honors Progiam <it ihe Lniversitj ot
Vin!ini.i was. in retrospect, a Kmarkable one. A student was in\ itcJ
! h> ihe wully during that individual's sophomoie year to join iht| Hi->:'"!1 "rogram. There wore no fonnal applications, for the faculty
1
'-i' ;his their prerogative to name those who were to bo 1 lonors
-uij'.iu-. '! his program comprised the junior and senior years, wuhoui iii:> requirement thai one had to attend any class other than an
O\|ntdi.Ti tulciial once a week with a profes.soi who was appointed
one's Honors Tutor. The Hip side of that particulai uon-requiiciiient
««% '.tat ui Honors student could attend any class on the undcrgrnd•,.!. -, ,»..- !.,.,,„ ] c w ] j,t;ul y t j m e (Junnir those (wo incredible years
• . !:•'•• J<! :i <:reat many Jectures just our of interest. J jead I8ih and
l"'i.j ^V,:,.LI>_. iJ..n.pean literature, particularly l?reneh, and ulunuiiely
v 'f\c .IP lin'nws lin-sis on a set of authors from Rousseau ID
Senancour. I he other icmaikahle facet of 1he Honors Piogum at
I'VA *as tlut a .student *.!.•>. not examined by any proi'essoi ai liie
I'niversiiy nut taihe; b\ two external examiners \Uio were biouglit io
ITwrloitesville to bo our e\a!nint.-is 1 suppose, (hut 1 wits too \omiv
to be a.s liiken aback as [ should have been in that my Honors Tutor,
the eminent Robert Hunilev (iiinktn Distinguished Professor Robert
T. Denomine. inviied two world-class schnlais (one from Duke, the
other from. NiV 11) to be my i-<ciin.iinvi<;. They became, great friends !
and equally great mentors of mine until their deaths years ago. To
this day, I call upon Professor Denomme for guidance and counsel.
Were I at Trinity today as an undeigraduate. I am certain that 1
would he tempted by the Guided Studies Program As was the case
now more than.40"years ago, 1 imagine that I would bu waiulciing
inlclkctuaUy famine idealized summit to the next. I would have :
to hope that spnwfariaj^meniber might,as did Professoi Denomme.
provide me wjm"the;:guid^ace.'l -would need, to protect me from too
many
d
^
k
^
am confident that such would
indeed be

My mind hit a brick wall here
and I panicked. I did not want the
referendum to pass, but I had
already decided that to vote 'No'
would not pass the referendum! I
sought an explanation, but none
was found. Who designed this
page? Who had decided to add
such a singularly counterintuitive
sentence to a question that was
already simple? This confusion
was nothing compared to outrage
that visited me upon opening the
next referendum.
The top of the webpage read,
"MAKE THE SGA ACCOUNTABLE TO YOU." Making SGA
meetings and votes public should
have been done long ago, so I was
happy to give my support to it.
The question read, "Will you support a resolution requiring the disclosure of SGA representative's
vote, the televising of SGA meetsee VOTE on page 4

be censured.
Here's a more clear cut example that I've used before: A firstyear student assaults an individual midway through the semester.
He hits him in the face, gives him
a bloody nose, all of that good
stuff. What happens? He's

I urge all of you to think about what
sort of institution you're donating to...
years of pressure, still cannot deal
with dangerous students correctly, I've decided not to waste my
money. And so, I urge all of you
to think about what sort of institution you're donating to before
you hand those checks over.
Growing a single marijuana
plant is illegal. So is sexual
assault. Which one do you think

allowed to stay on campus so he
can continue to assault and threaten people. But, if he'd been
growing pot, he would have been
gone immediately.
Which person would you
rather have in your community:
The pot grower or the guy who
wants to kick your ass?
Trinity consistently decides to

Trinity consistently decides to keep students who assault other students...
is a larger problem and is more
harmful? At Trinity, if you're
caught with a marijuana plant,
you're immediately kicked out of
housing. You have to leave right
away. If you sexually assault
someone, chances are you'll just

keep students who assault other
students within, the Trinity community. I'm sure by now everyone has heard about the first-year
student who was assaulted in his
see DONATIONS on page 4

Greek Life Creates Identity
Fraternities Provide Peer Support, Benefit the Broader Community
JOHN L.UBITZ
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

As a member of St. Anthony
Hall, I would like to challenge the
notion that fraternities don't contribute meaningfully to campus
life and the larger community.
"The Hall" is comprised of a
diverse group of students who are
active in all facets of campus. We
have been unfairly labeled and it
is time to set the record straight.
Fraternities provide an important peer support group, like a
sports team or an ethnic club.
They offer otherwise lost students
a sense of belonging within a
larger community - an identity.
Fraternities also promote a sense

To those who disagree, I
would like to elaborate on a few
of the limitless reasons why fraternities at Trinity play a crucial
role in the entire community. I
hope to illustrate to our critics
that their slanderous labeling of
fraternities as a haven for lazy,

England, Italy, Columbia, and the
Bahamas. These brothers are
active at all levels within community. They are members and captains of a variety of varsity athletic teams. We have actors, published authors, a former SGA
class president, and winners of

They offer otherwise lost students a
sense of belonging... an identity.
spoiled, and privileged brats is
not only wrong, but also entirely
unjust.
I am a Hall brother and proud
to be part of something that has
existed since the birth of Trinity;

the Thomas Pattet Baird fellowship award for Art History and the
James Goodwin Prize for
Excellence in Greek. There are
also musicians, aspiring politicians, artists, craftsman, and
humanitarians.
As a group we have come
... slanderous labeling offraternitiesas a
together under one organization
haven for... brats is... entirely unjust
to collectively apply these unique
talents for the good of the Trinity
of responsibility to something as an organization we are a College community. We sponsor
greater than one's serf and require diverse group of students that the yearly Clement Lecture
active contribution. They allow individually and collectively have Series, where we invite a notable
individuals the opportunity to unique talents. Moreover we are contemporary to speak to the
take on leadership roles and give comprised of some of the most entire campus on their various
them the responsibility of running talented individuals this college professions. In the past year we
an institution. Greek life in gen- has to offer. Currently, we not have had such prestigious speakeral helps young men and women only have brothers from the conmature.
tinental U.S. but also from Peru,
see FRATS on page 4
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Freedom Goal of Past Donations Not Deserved
and Present Presidents Alumni Should Not Donate UntilAdministration Takes Action
continued from page 3

continued from page 2

become condoned as a necessary
evil by some. This new breed of
slavery occurs in autocratic
regimes that rule with bullets, not
ballots.
Both Presidents were not just
thinking of spreading democracy
in the U.S., but to all countries.
Proof of this is that before the

would have been abolished, and
that countries such as England
(which our generation knows as a
democracy, but for centuries
before had been a monarchy with
barely any democratic elements
incorporated in it) would also
become democracies, no one
would have believed him.
Lincoln suggests in his

... before the Civil war there were no
democracies in Western Europe - nor was
there "real" democracy in the U.S.
Civil War there were no democracies in Western Europe - nor was
there "real" democracy in the
U.S. Yet after the Union victory
there was a series of democratic
revolts that took place all over
Europe.
Now, just 140 years after the
birth of the first modern democra-

Second Inaugural Address that
spreading freedom and ending
slavery would not only create stability in the U.S., but "with all
nations" as it would be proof that
free government was possible.
Now I strongly believe in
Bush's doctrine of spreading liberty to all corners of the world; it

... I strongly believe in Bush's doctrine
of spreading liberty to all corners of the
world...
cy, this form of government is the
least corrupt and the most supported on the face of the Earth.
Imagine if Honest Abe had
been more forthright with his
agenda. He was elected by a bitterly divided country and had to
be snuck into Washington as
Southern States began to secede.
If this man had said that within five years slavery, an institution as old as America itself,

is my belief that the same types
that said democracy could not
work in England because they
had never had any type of government other than a monarchy or
that slavery could not be abolished in the U.S. because it was
so ingrained in the country's culture, are now the ones that say
that the Middle East 'is not ready
for democracy.'
I say, give them a chance!

dorm room. One kid attacked him
while he was in his bed and three
other individuals (two of them
seniors, one an alum) held the
roommate back and facilitated the
attack.
Now, the student who actually
bit the victim has been removed
from campus (although, there
have been reports of sightings),
but what about the students who
restrained the roommate from
breaking up the attack or calling
for help? They're still walking
around on campus. This logic is
absolutely ridiculous. If I aid in
an assault, I can stay, but if I grow
one marijuana plant, I have to
leave.
Last year, a student had feces
spread on his door. The perpetrator was caught and is currently
suspended. During the aftermath
of this event, the college administration said it would do its best to
inform the Trinity community
when an incident of student on
student violence takes place. Can
anyone remember the last time
this occurred? Yet, how many
emails have we received about
locals attacking students?
Trinity has a problem. It is
unwilling to look at itself and
acknowledge some of the very
serious problems some of its students create. I challenge President
Jones and the Trustees to think
about the message the school is
sending to students when disciplinary matters are handled using
the current logic.
If this logic does not change,

Vote on Referendums
Undermine SGA Trust
continued from page 3

ing on Trinity TV and permitting the payment of the executive board members of
the SGA." I was confused instantly. What
did making the SGA meetings more
accountable have to do with paying the
executive board, I thought?
Nothing, it turns out. The measures
were bundled because the SGA knew it
could not get support for paying its members, but that the accountability measure
would pass easily. I don't care about the

These are the types of politics that turn
people off of the political system. That the
bundling of the issues was done intentionally is even more of an outrage. If the SGA
did not think that the pay referendum
would pass, they should have pushed the
argument harder or dropped it. Through
bundling, however, they performed a smug
and duplicitous political maneuver, which I
feel undermines the credibility of our student government.
The move illustrated that the SGA

Through bundling... [the SGA] performed a smug
and duplicitous political maneuver, which I feel undermined the credibility of our student government.
arguments for or against paying the SGA,
what I object to is the underhanded manner
in which they decided to present their proposal to the student body.
This, to me, is boldfaced manipulation
of the issue. If the SGA wants to be paid,
make that an issue to be voted upon in and
of itself. The way the referendum was
phrased, it was tantamount to paying the
SGA for its votes, not for the work they put
in. When I asked a friend on SGA for an
explanation, the response given was a
shrug of the shoulders, saying, "That's politics."

clearly does not think much of the student
body as a whole if they are willing to trick
us into providing them with the votes they
needed to enact a foregone conclusion.
Now that the votes have been tallied, it
seems that the measure to integrate student
housing failed, but that it will still be enacted. The measure to make the SGA more
accountable passed, which means they'll
be getting their checks in the mail next
year.
The school gets what it wanted, and the
SGA gets what it wanted, but are either of
those what the student body really wanted?

Trinity will not see any alumni
support from the students it
should care most about, the ones
that come to Trinity and succeed
and then go out into the world and
become the influential lawyers,

businessmen, teachers, etc.
As soon as Trinity begins
expelling those who commit
assault, I'll begin giving, but not a
moment before and I suggest all
of you to do the same.

5

Frats Negative
Image is Unfair
continued from page 3

ers as George Crile, an author and
the producer of "60 Minutes," as
well as the Director of
Immigration and Naturalization
from the Department of
Homeland Security.
We provide the community of
Hartford with the fraternity-wide
event Halloween on Vernon
Street, where haunted houses are
created for safe trick-or-treating.

pation and organization of
Diversity Day. For this event we
donated $10,000 and the time and
energy of all active brothers.
Nevertheless my point is this:
if you truly believe that fraternities do not play a proactive role in
the development of Trinity and
the future progression of community integration, you are sorely
mistaken. Once again, everything
I've mentioned is contained with-

Fraternities... promote and create social,
intellectual, and multi-cultural integration.
During Spring Weekend we provide a campus-wide party, offering a safe environment for contained drinking and live entertainment.
We sponsor and initiated a
weekly meeting for anyone to discuss the issues of sobriety on
campus and how to deal with
them. We also annually volunteer
at the Winter Special Olympics at
local Powder Ridge. However,
one of our proudest accomplishments at Trinity was our partici-

in one organization that has given
multi-leveled contributions to the
community. Fraternities and
sororities as institutions are
mechanisms that promote and
create social, intellectual and
multi-cultural integration at all
levels within the community.
. I can only speak from the perspective of one fraternity, but
judging by our involvement with
others in campus-wide activities,
I would like to say that I speak for
them all.

Along- tne -Long Yvalk.

Cave .MLary ... obviously!
— iSarak Hoyle 'o5, Courtney
Howard 07, Cara Cappello ob~

_A1, breakfast at trie Cave is a nice -way to
start your day.
ay.
— .Alike Lanza 07
Parbathi because she remembers my name
ana makes me smile wnenever I go to
JMatker."
— JVLarion Protano o5 ana Deepti Paturi
" R o c k , tne cnef at jMatner. A n d tne
xonz and iSnante.
— JVxarvin Pierre ob~
Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by Ab'i Moldover
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New Orientation
Program for '09

M A Y 3,200s

| Students Elect New SGA Board

the forces of curiosity and innovation in this community. It is a
STAFF WRITER
time when anyone in the commuWith the new schedule for nity can offer a course or a workthe 2005-2006 academic year, shop and anyone who is interestthe Trinity administration is ed in learning something new
going to try something different can find something that might
for orientation. In past years a peak their curiosity."
preorientation has been held,
The goal is for students to
then an orientation for First try learning things that aren't
Years and then the first day of going to be covered in their
classes. This year the first day of classes. Students have been
classes will be on Friday, Sept, 2, asked to come forth and plan
to be followed by a long week- workshops and seminars on anyend to commemorate Labor Day. thing that they are interested in
The school is taking advantage that they believe will interest the
of these three days to plan activ- student body. The question
ities for all students.
being posed is what are the
The
event
is called things that an educated person
D.I.S.Orientation, which stands should know that can't be
for Deconstructing Intellectual learned in the classroom?
Stereotypes and has been
Members of the Engagement
planned by the Engagement Committee believe that this
Committee. Committee member event will benefit the Trinity
Dean of Students Frederick community on several levels.
Alford has been working to This will be a great opportunity
develop
this
idea. for first years to mix with upper"D.I.S.Orientation is the brain- classmen. Associate Dean of
child of the Engagement Students Ann Reuman points out
Committee and an effort to use
this three day period to highlight
see DJ.S. on page 7
ADRIENNE GAFFNEY

JEFF SCALIA

NEWS

WRITER

Last week Trinity students
voted to replace >
i a number of
SGA members, an action that
seems a demand for change
within the student government.
Two out of the three referendums presented to the community passed, while the integration
of freshmen and upperclassmen
failed by two-thirds, in opposition to the administration's decision to run a pilot program with
Elton and Funston halls next
year.
"This was an issue that we
thought really needed to be
brought out to the public, and in
effect we did," said Andrew
Pedro '08, Senator and President
of the Class of 2008. "Before
last week a lot less people really
knew about the move to integrate Elton and Funston," he
continued, "The purpose was not
to prevent the College from integrating these two halls." SGA
officers admit that the referendum was only to reflect student
opinion, and not to influence the
decisions of the administration.
As for the student election,

Jarvis, Seabury to See Renovations
joints had caused stones to fur- nificant changes have been made
DAVID FIETROCOL.A
ther spread apart and damage the to either Jarvis or Seabury since
NEWS EDITOR building. Cap stones and larger their construction in 1878. Jarvis
The
Trustees
have stones on the towers' corners last experienced renovation in
approved a $2.6 million budget have also developed cracks lead- the 1970s after the Hartford Fire
for essential capital improve- ing to potentially dangerous situ- Marshall ordered alterations to
ments and furniture replacement ations to pedestrians below. As a the building's interior.
during the summer recess. temporary fix prior to the full
"The plan this summer is to
Among the larger projects is a scale renovation, campus engi- take care of all those kinds of
full renovation of Seabury and
larvis towers, which are continuing to show signs of wear and
age.
"We felt we needed early
Trustee approval for this list
since contracts need to be signed
and contractors committed now
in order to have these projects
completed by the time students
came back in September," said
Comptroller Marcia Phelan
Johnson.
According to Construction
Superintendent Jill Slusarski,
Columbia Restoration has been
Liz Johnson
contracted to work on the towTwo tie rods will prevent Seabury and Jarvis from separating.
ers. If the name sounds familiar,
it's because the same company neers have secured the stones items so it makes the building
safe and saves the integrity of
recently completed renovation with metal straps.
As a result of the one-piece our old and beautiful buildings,"
of the Chapel. "Columbia
Restoration has done beautiful construction connecting all sec- added Slusarski.
Although early work on
work on the chapel and we have tions of Seabury and Jarvis along
faith they will restore Seabury the Long Walk, slight shifts in Seabury began last summer, the
have College is hoping to start the
and Jarvis from further deterio- building foundations
caused
the
two
towers
to
slightly
renovation on the quad side of
ration as well," Slusarski said.
separate.
To
prevent
the
problem
Seabury May 23. "Scaffolding
Both faces of Seabury and*
from
worsening,
renovators
are
will
be put up and then we will
Jarvis towers on the Long Walk
installing
two
tie
rods
in
the
move
to Jarvis and then to the
contain cracks and loose mortar
buildings'
attics
to
hold
them
parking
lot side," Slusarski said.
joints that allow water to enter
The job is to be completed by
and wreak havoc in the freezing together.
According to Secretary of the August 26, five days before
temperatures
of
winter.
Slusarski said the ice in the College Scott Reynolds, no sig- first-year students move in.

those who ran very visible campaigns generally did well. James
Murphy '08 proved to be "good
to the bottom of the cup," as his
many posters described him.
This showed at the polls, as he
gained a spot as a senator-atlarge, along with Jacqueline
Maye '08, Abigail Garrity '07,

managers. "The 'I HEART NP'
(Pram's campaign) folks really
ran the election with the flyers,
events, and planning meetings.
To have as many people as possible involved in this election
process was the key for me
because I wanted students to feel
that they are part of the Student

Abi Moldover

Exiting SGA President welcomes the newly elected E-Board.
Zach Contreras-Gould '07, and Government Association," said
Richard Schroff Jr. '06. New Prum. "Also, [I wanted them to
Executive Vice-President Will feel] that they have input as to
Servos '06 will be accompanied who they want to represent
into
office
by VP of
them."
Multicultural Affairs Carmen
However, some students did
Green '06, and returning VP of not share the same opinion,
Finance Rob Lynch '06. These Leighann Kinter '08 said, "I
members will be under the lead- voted, but I feel completely disership of the new SGAconnected [from SGA]. I based
President, Narin Prum '06, who my vote on the biographies
replaces outgoing president because I didn't know who the
Isaac Goldstein '05.
candidates were or what experiPrum credited his victory ence they had."
over main rival
Hamza
Chaudary '06, to his campaign
see RECORD on page 6

Freshmen toHost
First Trosh Fesf
EVAN NORRIS

NEWS

EDITOR

This
Wednesday and
Thursday afternoon, two events
conceived by first-year students
will be held on campus. The
first is Frosh Fest, an athletic
competition between first-year
dorms to be held on the soccer
field. The second is the firstyear dollar, a fundraising event
for incoming Trinity students
located in the Smith lawn o.utside of the President's house.
Frosh Fest is the invention of
the First-Year
Residential
Council, a student group consisting of first-year students which
reports on residential issues and
represents the Class of 2008.
Late in the semester, the council
convened and decided that they
should sponsor an event that
would close the year and bring
the first-years together. Andrew
Pedro, President of the FirstYear class, said, "Class officers
have a responsibility to build
class unity and as such we're
doing that with this event."

To recruit students, sign-up
sheets were set up in Mather
lobby. Teams have been created
for every First-Year dormitory,
excluding Doonesbury. Each
dorm is designated a particular
color: North is red, Elton blue,
Jones yellow, Little green, Jarvis
white and Frobb black. Frosh
Fest is a modified field-day and
will include activities like tug-owar, three-legged race, water
ballon toss, hoola-hoop line, pie
eating contest, orange-pass, and
giant twister. The activities will
be held at 1:30 p.m. on Wed.,
May 4.
The purpose of Frosh Fest,
according to First-Year VicePresident Summer Cannon, is to
promote First-Year unity. "As
freshmen, our class is obviously
a bit more disjointed than the
upperclassmen who have known
each other for several years."
The plan is for existing friends
to gather on the soccer field to
share an enjoyable activity but
also to introduce first-years to
see CLASS on page 6
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Glass of 2008 to Set Up
Bantam Scholarship Fund
• continued from page 5
classmates they haven't yet encountered
at Trinity.
Pedro, who is spearheading the event,
has spent his time at Trinity expanding
the roles of class officers and adding a
creative touch to the Class of 2008. But
his goals and the goals of the first-year
council and officer corps do not end with

President Jones, Director of Quest Andy
Miller, Director of Alumni Relations
Dutch Barhydt and representatives of the
Alumni Ambassadors, all of whom will
give speeches. The purpose of the event
is for each first-year student to give
President Jones one dollar which would
then be added to a compounded Bantam
Fund.

"You shouldn't haw to wait to feel like a class until
you're a senior."
- Andrew Pedro '08, Class President
Frosh Fest.
They hope to create a heritage of integration and celebration among the incoming first-years. "We hope that not only
will the next class hold another Frosh
Fest competition, but that they will continue a legacy of being an active class and
coming together in. new and creative
ways," he said. "You shouldn't have to
wait to feel like a class until you're a senior."
Another first-year student who is
making his mark at Trinity is Anthony
Riley '08, whose brainchild, First-Year
Dollar will take place from 1-2:30 p.m.
on Thurs., May 5. In attendance will be

By the end of 2008, the money saved
will be used to award a scholarship to an
incoming student. Those students participating in the event on Thursday will
receive a t-shirt featuring a dollar bill
bearing the likeness of President Jones.
Riley explained that he wants to create a
sense of philanthropy in the student body.
"I came up with the name First-Year
Dollar, the idea being after one year, we
put down one dollar, claiming our stake in
the life and history of the college, literally putting our money where our mouth is,
by investing in the life of Trinity, legitimizes our concerns and makes our criticisms of the college constructive."

Record Voter Turnout
Elects SGA Newcomers
continued from page 5
Chaudary remained optimistic for his
initiatives after the election. "I believe the
students reacted very positively to my
campaign, and as a result, have spoken
regarding how strongly they feel about
the textbook initiative," he said. "I
encourage Narin to take the project on
personally over the summer as SGA
President so we can all enjoy lower text-

With their votes, 1150 members of
Trinity's community (out of a possible
2252) effectively replaced a majority of
the old members of the SGA that were up
for re-election with their favorite candidates.
According to the goals set out by
Prum, Trinity students have much to look
forward to. "I plan to help facilitate campus-wide programming such as parties,

Abi Moldover

From left to right, VP of finance Rob Lynch, VP Will Servos, Pres. Narin Prum.
book prices in the fall."
Prum's sentiments were reflected at
the polls where there was record voter
turnout. Approximately 51 percent of
Trinity students voted in the elections.
According to Pedro, "I think everyone is
just really excited about the 51 percent
voter turnout." Servos added, "I think it
was clearly the greatest success of SGA
this year to have more than half the campus turn out to elect next year's leadership."

contests, speakers, dinners and other
social events with the help and co-sponsorship of student organizations."
Prum, heading up many new SGA
members, is a novice himself when it
comes to this association. However, he
has stated, "If there is anything that I
learned during this election race, it is that
students feel so disconnected from thenstudent government."
Liz Fritzer '08, News Writer, contributed to the reporting of this story.

Noted. Economist to Address Class
of 2005 at Commencement
I.ust week, the College announced Dr. Henry Kaufman, internationally renowned president of Henry Kaufman & Company. Tnc. will
be the Commencement speaker at the 179th Commencement on
Sunday. May 22. 2(X)5. Following liis message to the Class of 2005,
Dr. Kaufman will receive the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Dr. Kaufman is perhaps best known for his forecasting acumen and
his "'contrarian" views on such current issues as the euro-versus-dollar
debate. He is also noted for his philanthropic efforts, including a $ IDmillion donation to the Scholar Rescue Fund of the Institute of
International Education (HE) in 2004.
In addition to Kaufman, the ambassador of the Republic of Kenya
to the United Nations Judith Mhula Bahemuka and Thomr.; 5..
Johnson '62.P'°7 will also rccehe honorary degrees.

Trinity to Open Location in Paris
The CuiTiculum Committee of the Faculty has approved the creation of a new study abroad program in Paris. France. The |{
International Studies office is accepting applications tor students who
wish to study abroad in Paris in January 2006 or Fall 2006. As a program of Trinity College, courses taken in Paris will be Trinity credits
counted in the same way as courses taken in Hartford. Students will
have the chance to study the European Union in its modem political
and economic role, the art and architecture of France, French language
and literature and other subjects.
The program will be distinctive in that students will have the
chance to take internships in Paris customized to their interest and language skill. The TriniLy Paris campus is located on the Left Bank in
the Saini-Germain-des-Pres quarter in the very heart of the city.
Students will have the option of living in apartments or in home stays
with French families.
The Paris program is part of a new French Studies curriculum
which will launch with a Freshman Seminar on the History of Paris io
be offered in the Fall. Current Freshmen. Sophomores and Juniors
who are interested in studying in Paris should contact Mary Hevi in
the International Studies Office for further information.

Campus Safety Report
The following incidents occurred on May 1:
- Campus Safety and TCHRT responded to Jones dorm in response
to a report of an injured student. An intoxicated student had fallen and
hit her head, and hud been vomiting. The student was transported to
Hartford Hospital by ambulance for further evaluation and ucatment.
- Campus Safety officers investigated an act of vandalism at Smith
dormitory. Investigation disclosed that an orange traffic cone had been
thrown through the window by an intoxicated resident of that room.
This matter lias been referred to the Dean of Students office.
- Campus Safety officers and TCERT treated a female student for
a laceration that she received from a piece of glass on the floor of St.
Anthony Hall. This student did not require hospital treatment.
- A student was observed on the lower long walk by Campus safety to be walking with his penis exposed and urinating. When questioned, the student was unable to explain his behavior. This matter was
referred to the Dean of Students office.
- A complaint of verbal harassment was filed by a female student
as the result of an incident at St. Anthony Hall. This student states that
an unknown white male threatened her verbally as she attempted to
enter the Hall, and at one point used physical force to prevent her from
entering the Hall. It is unknown whether the suspect is a Trinity
College student.
- Campus Safety officers responded to a report of students on the
roof of the High Rise dorm. Upon arrival, three students were questioned stated that they hat! found the roof unlocked, and had wanted to
see the campus .from that vantage point. The roof was resecured.
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D.I.S.Orientation to Cultural Houses Host Celebration
Teach Unique Skills
continuedfrom page 5
that "It's outside of the classroom but it's still about learning." Head of Residential Life
Amy Howard feels that this will
be a chance for students to share
their skills with others. "We
hope to get sessions on everything from kite flying to an
excursion to the Wadsworth. We
realize that there are so many
interesting and talented people at
Trinity and this would be a great
opportunity for people to either
try something new oi find some
folks with similar interests."
One program that is already
in the works is a discussion of
the Integrity Contract by members of the Inter-Greek Council.
This has developed out of an
Academically Incorrect panel
sponsored by the IGC during
Greek Week in April.
The discussion was mediated
by
Student
Government
Community Development Chair
Delmar Smith '06 and -the panel
included Dean Alford, IGC CoChair Katie Gage '05, Senior
Class President Jason Gallant
and the Reverend Daniel
Heischman. The group answered
questions about the nature of the
Integrity Contract posed by
attendees and engaged in a discussion.
.-?---._ _
Gage was impressed by what

was said at the forum. "The discussions
were
extremely
thoughtful and probed the deeper
issues of integrity as well as
what possible solutions or potential paths toward solutions we
could find to further promote
integrity on campus in a truly
effective way. What we came up
with was in fact very close to
what we were already doing —
getting students into a room to
talk about it and help keep the
concept at the forefront of our
minds." This success inspired
the IGC to try to continue the
discussion.
During
D.I.S.Orientation
several members of the Greek
community will lead talks about
social issues on campus. Gage is
very confident that a diverse
group of students will be able to
assemble to really think about
these issues on a deeper level.
"Often times, actions showing a
lack of integrity result from a
lack of thinking it through as
opposed to simply being a dishonorable person. What we hope
to
accomplish
with
D.I.S.Orientation is to provide
students with the opportunity to
speak out about how they feel on
the issue and come to a conscious understanding of what
Integrity means at Trinity on an
everyday basis."

continued from page 1
Asian and Asian American culture
and provides a sense of community for Asian and Asian American
students and others interested in
Asian culture.
Yusuf George '07, the president of Imani, spoke about
Trinity's oldest cu. tural house, the
Umoja House. "Thirty-five years
is not just a milestone; it is a legacy," said George. Umoja is the
Swahili word for unity, and the
Umoja House is home to Trinity's
Imani, Men of Color (MOCA),
and Trinity College Black
Women's Organization. These
organizations heighten cultural
and social awareness and support
for black students and are open to
all members of the Trinity community.
Trinity alumnus Charles Botts
'01, a former member of Imani,
commended "everyone for coming
and for caring about the houses."
Botts, who now works at Trinity's
Office of Career Services, attended
Trinity at a time when thenPresident Evan Dobelle was "literally ripping down the walls surrounding Trinity College," the
beginning of "an administrative
mission to push diversity." Botts
described the 1997 move of the
Umoja House from the site where
Vernon Social Center now stands
to its current location at the other
end of Vernon St. and encouraged
current students to "keep the histo-

(860) 278-4334

ry going" despite fluctuations in
membership and levels of
activism.
Dean of Multicultural Affairs
Karla Spurlock-Evans also spoke
about the history of the houses and
the efforts of administration, faculty, and students to advance cultural acceptance and diversity at

partners in implementing change.
She outlined the establishment of
the AASA and LVL Houses five
years ago with a donation from
Henry Zachs and Evan Dobelle's
appropriation of two Vernon St.
houses previously reserved for
administrative use. Dean
Spurlock-Evans praised Trinity's

Abi Moldover

Dean Karla Spurlock-Evans delivers a speech at the celebration.
Trinity, giving "shout-outs" to various student leaders and professors. "On this campus," said Dean
Spurlock-Evans, "the movement
to diversify and become more
embracing and more reflective of
the American experience has been
one of challenge and response,"
and students have found "creative,
fruitful ways to respond."
Dean Spurlock-Evans encouraged students to view the administration as potential friends and

three cultural houses as "places
where students can learn about
their cultures and invite in the
wider Trinity community."
"I'm really glad this event
could happen," said AASA eboard member Priya KalyanMasih '05, who helped choreograph and plan the anniversary celebrations. "Even after being
involved for four years, I learned a
lot about the cultural organizations
and houses."

24 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, CT
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thing I've ever heard. "Jenny," he that I was "saving him time," and
said, "this isn't our last. Spring the various people who I stepped
Weekend. It's our best Spring on or violently jostled as I
DANIELLE MICHAUD
There's a lot of pressure on Weekend." Oh, Bryce Baschuk attempted to get beer. So, yeah, on
every other Thursday at 7 p.m. in
FEATURES WRITER
Saturday night I was the most
the Alumni Lounge. What the me, probably mostly self-inflict- '05, how wise you are.
And it was, in basically every important person in the world.
Are you aware that Portugal club discusses and plans during ed, to write THE Spring Weekend
is not in South America, but meetings has varied throughout article — to capture, in 700 words, aspect, the Best Spring Weekend Obvi. Oh, and by the way, somerather it resides in Western the year as it has become more the collective experience of the Ever. I'm sad that I missed out on one needs to tell the Greg Mayo
Europe? If so, check out Trinity's established on campus, but pri- most bizarre weekend of the year. the Cave Patio Party on Friday, Band that, while, they're good
Portuguese Club to become more marily it has been exploring But with the shape my memory is
acquainted with different aspects ways to help the group gain in right now, I'm not completely
sure that I can relate my own
experience.
The Portuguese Glib is also working
However, using clues from
on bringing Portuguese classes to Trinity,
my digital camera (thank goodness for instant picture gratificagranted the interest is present
tion) and the mud-caked garments
strewn throughout my room, I'll
of Portuguese culture, not to greater recognition, increase do what I can to piece it together,
for your reading entertainment.
mention meeting some really membership, and fundraise.
Antonio Alcorn
I went into this Spring Spring Weekenders get down and diriy on Sunday afternoon.
cool people. The brainchild of
The group has worked hard
Andrew Pedro '08, also the to meet these objectives. Its Weekend feeling a little teary. In
President, the Portuguese Club members have worked out an just a few weeks I'll be out of since I hear that it was out of con- and all, Jack O'Donohue will
began at Trinity this year and is outlet for T-shirts to be sold in here for good, and I wanted this trol. But I came back to campus always be more popular at Psi U.
well on its way to reaching the the fall, as well as searched for weekend to be the appropriate on Saturday prepared to show
Sunday — my God, Sunday.
ranks of the campus's dominant outlets to let others know about culmination of the four awesome everyone just how much more fun Way.to miss Howie Day's five
the Portuguese Club kickball years I've spent here. Getting things could be with me around - minutes on stage. Maybe he could
cultural groups.
crunked with all of my closest which apparently involved mor- have come back out during the
Headed by Pedro, Vice team.
As a means of raising money friends on Saturday night, I start- phing into a beer-crazed B-word. lull when everyone was conPresident Marcus De Castro '07,
Secretary Marissa Zanno '08, and giving Trinity members ed to feel a lot like that yearbook My sincerest apologies to the 30 vinced that Fabo wasn't coming.
Treasurer Lionel Garrison '08, another way in which they can girl in Can't Hardly Wait. To calm people I skipped in line for Psi U, And the thing is, I wouldn't have
me down, Bryce Baschuk '05 said the man working the door from
and Historian Kathryri McCoIl
what might just be my favorite whom I stole a bracelet and told
see KNOW on page 10
'08, the Portuguese Club meets
see SFRING on page 10
JENNY SUNN
SENIOR EDITOR

We Were Merely Freshmen Around Trinity
very different tastes. But in the since I don't recall Zach and
end we, like the wise and mature Kelly ever having to look anytrouble-shooters that we were,, thing but calm, cool, collected,
Oh, the joys of finally being decided on a theme of Ani large, and in charge around their
out on your own. College. Late DiFranco meets ice hockey. A perma-sunny campus.
night parties with friends, all you very creative scheme, if I do say
Suddenly this school got a
can eat at Mather, and no parents so myself.
hell of a lot more intimidating,
to put a damper on things. It's
After we dodged that design- especially since not everyone
like a dream come true for first- ing bullet, we figured we could walking around was looking lost
timers just out of high
and confused. That might
school. Thinking that this
have been our first clue
would be easy - I mean,
that maybe we didn't own
how hard can taking two
this campus like we'd
classes a day be - I was
thought. But still, that first
prepared to dive right in
weekend we huddled
along with the rest of my
.nound in our little
unsuspecting class.
roups; frat-hopping and
taking it all in. College
Clue number one that
*>«. emed great, like one big
college wasn't going to be
party where the only game
like it was on television/the
\ou have to play is how
movies: our dorm rooms.
many people you can meet
Sure we've all seen
ui a span of four hours.
"Felicity," and we thought
that we'd have rooms like
Oh right, except for
hers, spacious with firethat whole work thing.
places in beautiful brick
Classes were a bit of a
buildings.
rude awakening, and I
Yeah, that didn't work
i L-alized quickly why peoout too well for me when I
ple could only handle two
classes a day and still have
showed up at .North
www.goosie.com
. ,
•
Campus expecting an Elle
., , , .
„
to pull all-nighters. Clue
I'd be
Woods-esque abode, comsmiling too if I had their freshman year. n u m b e r ^
^ coUege
plete with wall-to-wall carpeting. handle anything on our own, reality is nothing like TV college.
Now don't get' me wrong, the including orientation, which Last time I checked, Joey Potter
hall-to-hall carpeting in that love- brought us even more of a sense never had the problem of showly circa-1978 pattern is appeal- of stability on campus. Thinking ing up to class looking like she'd
ing, but not quite what I had in that we were practically experts been run over by a truck after
mind.
on dorm living after three days, doing nothing but work for a
Fixing up our dorm rooms so we strutted around this campus straight day and a half. Work
rudely interrupted my party
that they resembled living areas with the greatest of ease.
was our first task of survival,
Then the upperclassmen scene, making me think that
which was no easy feat, especial- showed up. Clue number two we
see FRESHMAN on page 11
ly since my roommate and I had were not on an on-screen campus,
ASHLEY BELL
FEATURES EDITOR

OOLLEOEj

Spring Weekend First Aid
It's all fun and games until somebody gets
stabbed. Two overzealous Spring Weekenders
were sent to the ER on Friday when one woke
up to a friend jokingly wielding a knife over
his head and, panicked, jumped into it, and the
other developed an alcohol-induced gout (forgetting that sometimes "grain" doesn't count
in the bread food group). AT reminds readers
that, once again, Spring Weekend can be hazardous to your health.
This is Why Women Had to Hide their Ankles
Another Spring Weekender thought she was
clever when she-took a dive on the Cave Patio
stairs during the concert on Friday night, putting
on a show with shrieks, wails and actual tears.
When TCERT came to the rescue, she leapt off
the stretcher, sprinted up the stairs and screamed,
"Spring Weekend, baby!" AT believes there was
room for only one performance on the Cave Patio
that.night. And there were certainly more than
enough degenerates.
*
Keeping the Snake in the Cage
On Sunday afternoon following the QuadTrashing, AT witnessed an apparently self-satisfied male, uh, take the gun out of the holster. AT would have dismissed this is as a typical drunken, perhaps excretory, gesture, if it
were not for the two ladies hovering around
him acting as human fig leaves.
It was almost reminiscent of the guy on the
quad who dropped trou to celebrate every
mud slide.
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SoraraeR
hot hoRoscopes

loshecf Senior
continued from page 9

water." Yeah, magic water that makes you
been surprised. But the concert, obviously, feel like you want to either puke or die the
wasn't about the music. It was about the next day, which is about where I am right
booze, the company, and, mainly, the mud. now.
I'm a little bitter because some kid knocked
I headed over to the Tap around 9:30,
me over on his way to a face plant in the and during the next three hours I managed
mud, giving me some nasty scrapes and a to down a pitcher and a half, if not more,

Lazy summer evenings, scorchin' beach bummin', stalking an old
high school crush who's already put a restraining order on you ...
whatever your summer's got in store, Tripod Horoscopes is oh it.
Stop worrying about whether that summer job will be a blast or a
bust, whether your high school friends still even like you, or
whether that huge business idea that you have willfly.And don't
forget the sunscreen.

But die concert, obviously, wasn't about the music.
It was about the booze, the company, and, mainly, the
mud.
muddy booty, but of course by the end of
the concert he and I had made peace. Why
wouldn't I want to be friends with someone
who would do a swan dive into a swamp of .
filth?
After learning on Senior Brunch that
napping after a day of drinking isn't conducive to making it to last call at the Tap, I
found a way to motor through the roughest
hours by showering the dirt off of me, sitting in a darkened room and watching
"Party of Five" with my good friend Lucy
Gutman '05, who made the discovery, during this time period, that "beer is like magic

and sing three pretty terrible songs on
karaoke - those two things most likely having some relation to each other. I almost
hope that someone was carrying his video
camera, because I'm guessing that Eileen
Flynn '05 singing "I'm Not a Girl, Not Yet
a Woman" is a sight that we will never see
again.
In the end, Bryce Baschuk was right.
Yesterday I had some of the most unadulterated, completely senseless fun that I've
had in my life, and I got to do it with the
people I've grown to love over the past four
years. And that's all I've got. 700 words.

Leo

AGLLJA&JCJS
O A N U A O V 20 -

Ouc_v 2 3 - A U G U S T 2 2

You U t r y to start a business selling pizza
Without crusts but w i l l faiL miserabLy.
PartiaLLy because peopLe Like their crusts,
but mostly because of your unfortunate
store name "No Crust for You." Then you'll
move on to a mare lucrative business - selling Vibrating growth-stimulation straitjackets to Local 12-year-oLds.

You'LL score a sweet internship at a magazine and Will get reaLLy good at filling orders
for skim double shot Lattes With a dash of
hazelnut It a l l sounds reaLLy cLiche until
when mixing a concotion you accidentaLLy discover the cure for haLitosis and by Christmas
make a fortune marketing rt as the perfect
stocking stuffer.

Pisces
20

A U G U S T 23 - S E P T E M B E R . 2 2

You and some friends WiLL create an independent feature film documenting The

continued from page 9

learn about Portuguese culture, the group
is considering selling pastries and baked
goods from a Portuguese bakery in the
fall.
Although the Portuguese Glub has not
yet teamed up with any other cultural
groups on campus, it plans to do so in the
near future.
"[Since "Carnival" is a major event in
Brazil, the group] would love to work with
La Voz Latina if they plan on holding the,
event again," according to Pedro.
"Although [it is] probably less exciting in
Portugal, my mother grew up celebrating
the holiday."
Working with other cultural groups
would be an excellent way to bring the
campus's cultural groups together in a
combined effort to enlighten others about
aspects of different cultures, as well as to
attract new members. Although the
Portuguese Club advertised through flyers
earlier in the year, most of its membership
has been achieved through word of mouth.
Although the group intends on expos-

ing Trinity students to all aspects of the
culture, it is important that people realize
that Portuguese culture is not just about
delicious food. Rather, • Hartford has-a
large Portuguese community, which is a
real asset to the Portuguese Club.
The club hopes to join this community,
which will in turn be brought to the Trinity
community. The Portuguese.Club is also
working on bringing Portuguese classes to
Trinity.
•
Although no knowledge - of the
Portuguese language is necessary if one
would like to join the group, the language
is certainly an interesting cultural aspect to
explore.
"[Trinity offered Portuguese classes at
one point] but to bring them back, we
would have to show real interest", says
Pedro.
After the coming semester, the group
believes that its existence will be known
throughout campus and that everyone will
know what "beijame sou portugues"
means. Now that you, too, are curious, feel
free to contact an officer about joining.

You decide to finally expLore those fascinating "foreign cuLtures and backpack through
Asia.
You'll become so enamored With
Plight of \Vhiie MMle Class Men
E>uddhist
Life that you WiLL change your name
Chronically &eat by Their \ViVes. Due to
to
Nihilo
and jVin a monastery. After four
online pirating you Will receive exactly three
Weeks
though,
you'LL miss meat so you'LL
dollars and 5 5 cents for your artistic Labor,
head
back
home
to Work at your local Taco
and A l Core WiLL be credited for your ingenu&eLL
Hy.

Arues
M A R - C M 2 1 - A P > O J I _ 19

As the self-satisfied son of a bitch that you
are, you'LL send out your resume and cover
Letter to about sixty-seVen different empLoyers. but once th<ey find out you are a convicted online pirate. you'LL do nothing but s i t
around your pool with your high school buddy
\v\aestro and learn how to whistLe with your
fingers in your mouth.

- M A X 20
ALL plans of hang^gLiding over NleW Z-ealand
go kaput when your grandmother faLLs tragically ILL and becomes incapacitated. You
spend your summer cleaning her toenaiLs
and reading Proverbs chapter three out loud
every evening. \Vhen she recovers, however,
she makes one kick-ass hang-gLiding. part-

summer travel study abroad, & more
Sample airfares from Hartford to:

Sample airfares from Boston to:

St. Louis

$163

Calgary

$274

Charlotte

$168

London

$276

Dallas

$201

Rome

$418

Miami

$208

Belize City

$522

p ^

#

StudentUniverse.com

OCTO&Eft. 23 - NoVEM&EA. 21
You Lucky devil, you get to stay in jJartford
over your summer break. You'LL spend your
days Working at the JjeLp Pesk and receiving
calls from a supposed distraught Ivjac User,
'who is actually a Lonely. 45-year-oLd I P P
student divorcee Who Waitresses orr the side
and who secretly Wants to make babies With
you.

SAGfTTAfUUS
- OUNE 21

Students Fly Cheaper

- OCTO&EA- 22
You and two friends will form a trio of string
instruments. You'LL start in garages doing
covers of f/aboLous. but~rto~otte-will Want to
put their hands up one. more time, so you
move on to \v\ozart. That's when you tour the
nation and eventually open for Josh Qcoban
at Vegas, which promptly ends your musicaL

NJOVEM&£<S- 22 - DECEM&Eft. 21 .

You'LL spend your summer voLunteer campaigning for Nader 08>. until you start having recurring nightmares involving hopelessness and the tragedy of Lost causes. Jaded,
neutoric. and' otherwise unable t o function,
you join your Aquarius friend in his Lucrative
Increase your E>ust" business and donate
your revenue to the Careen Party.

You'LL Land a job at a summer camp for four
and five year olds. They'll be delightful until
you find them singing "One of These Things
is Not Like the <?ther" to a kid -whose face
is upside down a La "family CJuy." Your kindness towards this youngster WiLL be repaid
When he is the head of a muLtibiLLion dollar
corporation.
"•

O U N E 22 - O U L Y 22

DECEM&Eft-22 - OANUAfty 19

You'LL house a CJoLd IVJedaList runner from
Trinidad and Tobago but he'll miss his big
race because you hit the snooze button.
Then youll realize the Olympics were Last
year, and you and your new Trinidadian buddy
Will go to the U.i>. *?pen With a feW beers
and make catcalls at -Serena \ViLLiams untiL
her father chases you doWn.

Pue to Lack of.any ambition, you'LL spend your
summer scooping ice cream at your nearby
maLL and making friends With the local fourteen-year-olds. A t first youlL have reservations about being that sketchy older dude,
but a l l qualms w i l l dissipate when you Learn
that they have just as much aptitude as your
frat buddies. '
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End-of-Year Wrap Up
continued from page 1
prepares for a major facelift.
rally in support of Charrwells
Trinity is generally disgraced.
Nov. 2, 2004: MLK Jr. and employees' demands for full
Read: Boys are silly, throw rocks Labor Days Recognized. "Last employer-paid healthcare and a
at them.
week, President Jones announced wage increase. Mather Kim and
Nov. 2, 2004: Students that, beginning next year, Trinity Billy Djamond lead a die-in.
Support Kerry. "In a poll con- will begin to observe Martin Chartwells management (that
ducted by the Tripod, Trinity stu- Luther King Day and Labor Day sketchy dude at the Bistro) says,
dents favored Senator John Kerry by no longer holding classes on "Let them eat cake! But only the
in the upcoming presidential race
Vemon StreetHitbyFridayNight
With 511 respondents,
President George Bush received
Blackout. Child conception rates rise.
15.8 percent of the votes, while
Kerry received 76.3 percent; 6.5
percent of respondents circled those Mondays." President Jones moldy ones from the Cave."
April 5, 2005: Fabolous to
'Other/Undecided.'" The next introduces a sense of civic duty
Spring Weekend
day, 76.3 percent of Trinity sulks. and democracy to our former Headline
Nov. 2, 2004: Cornerstone lobotomized, isolationist and Festivities. Arts editor leaks who
Project to Yield Change. totalitarian state. Princeton will be performing for Spring
Weekend. TCAC shrugs and says,
President Jones's brainchild is Review, are you listening?
Feb. 1,2005: Andrew Clancy. "Y'all gonna be so crunked, you
introduced campuswide. "By getL vigil was couldn't tell the difference anyting the opinheld
last ways."
ions of stuApril 12,2005: Vemon Street
Tuesday
in
the
dents , faculty,
Hit
by Friday Night Blackout.
chapel
to
staff, and comFair
Trade fashion show continhonor
the
life
mittee memues
in
the dark. Child conception
and
memory
bers,
Jones
rates
rise.
Matt Jasilli '05 is
jof
Trinity
stuhopes to anaannoyed
that
"all the food in my
dent
Andrew
lyze the currefrigerator
went
bad."
Clancy
'07,
rent progress
who
was
shot
April
19,
2005:
Candidates
of the school
Dec.
25,2004,
for
SGA
President
Voice
Their
and get an idea
by a police Opinions. Andrew Aydin '06,
of what needs
officer
Hamza Chaudary '06, and Narin
to be done in
Abi Moldover responding to
Pram '06 print their respective
order
to
improve each J imm y w a s Tripod's Man of the Year. a d o m e s t i c
platforms in the Tripod and hold a
element of the~ campus." Dr. dispute call." Rest in Peace, debate in Mather. One week later,
Pram is elected SGA president.
Sharon Herzberger is also a major Andrew.
contributor to the project. Many
March 15, 2005: Students, Two weeks after that, everybody
important discussions ensue over Faculty Rally for Workers. Voices gets trashed at Spring Weekend
the course of the year, and Trinity Organized in Democracy (VOID) and bygones are bygones.

Freshman Year: A
Learning Experience
continued from page 9

maybe my high school workload
wasn't so bad after all.
With the juggling of school
and the social scene, I also had to
learn things like movies on
reserve in the library could only
be used for three hours (yeah, that
was a big whoops when I realized
that I owed the library 50 dollars
for keeping it overnight) and that
North Campus was anything but
quiet on any given weekend
day/night, making days where
homework was
the only thing on
the
weekend
agenda a big
problem.
That, and the
fact that the
bathrooms were puke-ridden, the
hallways were trashed with
everything from food to bulletin
boards, and I could always count
on the fire alarm to provide some
late-night noise (as if there wasn't enough already). Along with
these lovely surprises, as a freshman I encountered scheduling
conflicts, swooning over guys so
out of my league they're in a different zip code, and Mather food.
And winter brought a slew of
fun with the trekking across campus to get to early morning classes, because the freshman mental-

ity of actually going to class still
presided at this point. This was
the fifth clue that we weren't in a
college created by Hollywood.
Even Cory and Topanga never
sloshed through knee-deep snow,
and they weren't in college in
SoCal.
Although at the time it
seemed like being a freshman (or
the politically correct "firstyear") meant the occupation of
the bottom rung on the totem
pole, perks did
surface occasionally, like being
able to use the
ignorant freshman
excuse for just
about everything,
the excitement of
knowing where
every building on campus is for
the first time, getting roped into
clubs by upperclassmen that you
don't want to say no to, and
knowing that no matter what we
do wrong, we have three more
years to make up for it.
And maybe living in North
isn't so bad after all. The proximity's pretty great, except to everything non-Greek. The puke smell
is avoidable as long as you don't
breathe through your nose. And
the fire alarms don't sound nearly
as loud as they used to. Ah, right
on cue, here's another one.

City Steam Brewery Cafe
www.citysteam.com

942 Main St
Hartford,-CT

942 Main St
Hartfowi, CT
0S103

S60-52 5-1600 -

©§103

Hand Crafted Beer
Delicious Comfort Food

Live Music (nev&r a cover)

m* Flat Screen HDTV's

Live Comedy Club
1877 Romanesque Architecture

Award Winning Pool Boom

unday

Pint

Happy Hour

Plusfert i iS

lie

« •}•» i

!«Sfi¥

nnday
•res p§©

Night

ire*} - sal fst f iraT.5u &0

Wsinei
Thursday &".Fft<fsy

Ctiiii I.D.

•Irish fftatJc Jim w/ PM

(Except on Event Nights)

€

Thursday
Big Beer Might
i

23oz wit i t fitss fm $S ( m will

i l itml beer for free) - sni get
$2 reftls t i night'

* $2 Stouts

Friday/Saturday
*U¥€ Sands {never a
•live Comedy (call
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Last Star Wars Installment Sevendust's Hartford Show
Unlikely to Measure Up the Epitome of Good Rock
EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR

A long time ago in a movie theater far,
far away, George Lucas orchestrated a film
trilogy universally adored by critics and
laymen alike. Full of wonder, excitement
and adventure, Star Wars and its sequels
Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi

dent when he was a young man. During his
recovery, he developed the characters,
worlds and situations that would make him
rich and famous in the late 1970s. He was
only able to make three of his episodes
between 1977 and 1983, but he was always
eager to finish the story of Anakin I
Skywalker, aJc.a. Darth Vader. In 1999,
Lucas released Star Wars Episode
I: The Phantom Menace, which
takes place some thirty years
before the events of the original
Star Wars. The movie met with
mixed reviews from critics and
great contempt from his hitherto
loyal fans. Three years later,
Lucasfilm released Episode II:
Attack of the Clones. The fallout
was almost identical. In less than
three weeks Episode III: Revenge
of the Sith will hit theaters and,
despite optimism on the part of
many young fans, I predict that

Up-and-Coming Support Act Skindred Especially Solid
DAVID PIETRACOLA
NEWS EDITOR

Few in the music industry can claim to
rock more than metal veterans Sevendust,
whose discography ranges from straight
metal tunes to complete acoustic sets that
still blow the minds of fans at each tour
stop. This past weekend the rockers rolled
into the Webster Theater for a four hour
show with hardcore/reggae band Skindred
and newcomers Soundevice and Bobaflex
in tow. The over four-hour show satisfied
a variety of musical tastes and left few fans
disappointed.
Soundevice opened the show with a
somewhat mellow sound for a crowd
accustomed to the intensity of a Sevendust
set. The relatively new group includes
members from past major label nu-metal
bands such as Stereolab. Their sound can
best be compared to Nickelback, but, as
w w w P"ooPi6 com
* t
one concert goer put it, "something differObi-Wan and Anakin consider their options.
ent, a fresher sound." Despite a homogeo fEpisodes^ andTI; a polished,
changed forever the landscape of
nous, 4/4 beat rock sound, the band's only
spectacular space opera with an underdeHollywood and inspired dozens of modernsaving grace is that the singer actually has
veloped heart and brain.
day hits, including Independence Day and
When Star Wars fans decry the pre- talent and effectively cuts through the mix
with worthwhile lyrics.
The Fifth Element.
quels, they often do so with no small
Lucas created the world of Star Wars
After Bobaflex's opening number, one
of the group's singer/guitarist, introduced
when he was hospitalized after a car accisee EPISODE on page 15

See Moveable Joints
KARA TAKESUYE
ARTS WRITER

My time spent with the members of Trinity's one and only
improvisation
group "The
Moveahle Joints" was entertaining and very enjoyable. I attended a rehearsal in which the seven
members, five sophomores and
two seniors, put on quite a show.
The
membership
includes:
Hillary Bennet
'07, Kate
Mortensen '05, Erin Kinney '05,
Dave Mason
'07, Jordan
DeMarco '07, John Cosgriff '07,
and Laurence Tooth '07. "The
Moveable Joints" was originally
started as a Senior thesis back in
the fall of 2001. The group was a
big hit, but fell through for various reasons last year. Laurence
Tooth has resurrected the group
this year for his Tutorial project,
keeping the original name the
same (it should be noted that they
did not choose the name
"Resurrection").
Laurence

The members, on the other hand,
can come up with ideas on the
spot. They think up quirks to act
out such as a high-roller in Vegas,
a hardcore Beatles fan, or even a
Tripod reporter (I was not offended in the least). Their quick wit is
instantly funny, and you can tell
they're all having a great time as
they laugh and joke with each
other on stage.
The group
rehearses twice a week, and members participate in other theatre
groups on campus as well as many
other clubs • and organizations.
The Moveable Joints has had five
performances total this year, and
they are now preparing for their
frnal performance. "It's a three
laugh guarantee," promises member John Cosgriff. The final performance is this Tuesday, May 3rd
at 10 pjn. in the Underground
Coffee House. If you haven't yet
checked out the Moveable Joints,
you should really attend this hilarious improv performance — the
members are hysterical — and we
all need a good laugh during this
stressful point in the semester.

explained the group is the only
thing like it on campus and they
pretty much always get together
as a group and are able to
entertain themselves. I was
thoroughly entertained as
well. These student comedians are witty and
extremely creative. When
they asked me to think of a
random name, occupation,
quirk, or location during
their rehearsal I had no idea
what to say — it took me a
couple minutes to think of
Chuck Pratt
something cleyei -enough. Two members of the group rehearsing.

the members and their home of West
Virginia. Quite frankly, they can stay there.
Their songs showed subtle influence from
quirky masterminds Mindless Self
Indulgence but the lyrics and song structure
had the insight comparable to 12-year-olds
just learning how to play Green Day's
"When I Come Around."
Many of the highlights of the night
came from Skindred, a recently signed
band that is tearing up the rock world with
their debut Babylon and radio single
"Nobody." Their sound can hardly be
described, but imagine Bob Marley
fronting System of a Down along with synthesizer grooves straight from the '80s
thrown in for good measure. The band's
extensive and energetic set opened with
singer and Wales-native Benji initiating
synth beat #1 and conducting the audience
with a wand and syncopated light show.
Once the rest of the four-piece band arrived
on the stage, the talented members pounded through a variety of numbers from
Babylon and extended reggae jams
between Benji and drummer Arya. The
lyrical and fused musical styles created
see SEVENDUST on page 15

Masculine Feminine 7:30 p.m. May 2-3
7:30 p.m.
Don't miss the new print - with new subtitles - of Jean-Luc Godard's playfully innovative masterpiece, Masculine Feminine. Made at the top of his game, (Godard made 15
films between Breathless in 1960, and Weekend, 1967) Masculine Feminine is in every
way a pleasure to experience. Jean-Pierre Leaud (best known as Truffaut's alter ego,
Antoine Doinel) stars as a confused "revolutionary" who is torn betweenthis; political
engagement and the pursuit of a beguiling, would-be pop singer (Chantal Goya). Fresh,
profound, humorous, and (still) hip, Masculine Feminine is a melancholy homage to
youth. In the review that got her hired by me New Yorker, Pauline Kael heralded the film
as "that rare achievement: a work of grace and beauty in a contemporary setting." 103 min.
Steamboy May 4-7
4-6 at 7:30 p.m. 7 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Cinestudio presents the original Japanese version of Steamboy: undubbed by Englishspeaking actors, and with an additional 23 minutes cut from the U.S. release. Katsuhiro
Otomo's Akira was many Americans' first introduction to the no-limits-fantasy of
Japanese anime. Ten years in the making, Otomo's baroque masterpiece mixes more than
180,000 hand drawings with the latest CG technology. Steamboy takes place in Victorian
England at its sootiest, where a young boy inherits a magical energy source from his
inventor Grandpa. The question is, can he keep its destructive power from falling into the
hands of folks who want to control the world? (At PG-13 for animated violence, this is a
little more intense than Pokemon, but fine for older kids.)
In celebration of Cinestudio's 35th anniversary, come to the May 7th matinee and get
a ticket at the original 1970 price of $1.50. 127 min.
The Big Lebowski May 6-7
10 p.m.
The biggest cult movie on college campuses returns to Cinestudio's Late Show! You
know the Dude: he's a pony tailed & pot bellied refugee from the 70s, who has found nirvana living in LA. and swilling the nectar of the gods: cheap vodka, Kahlua, and half n'
half. Jeff Bridges' Lebowski likes to take it easy, at least until some thugs mistake him for
that other, bigger Lebowski, and dare to soil his rug. Now more than ever, audiences are
craving a movie with a vicious attack ferret, Steve Buscemi playing a surfer, and a bowling alley run by Sadam Hussein. 117 min.
The Merchant of Venice May 8-10
8 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 pjn. 9.-10 at 7:30 p.m.
One of William Shakespeare's most ambiguous and challenging plays is now a wonderfully nuanced film with an extraordinarily gifted cast. Al Pacino's fire for acting has
never subsided, and his portrayal of Shylock - the Jewish usury who is kept out of 'legitimate' business by the Venetian elite and then despised for it - will go down as one of the
greets. Jeremy Irons is mesmerizing as a Venetian aristocrat who carelessly goes into debt
to finance his nephew's courtship of a beautiful young woman. Shakespeare brilliantly
draws these characters together in an intricate dance of arrogance and mutual need.
"Watching the film is like seeing a gallery of Renaissance paintings come to life... and to
appreciate anew both the strangeness and vitality of early modern Europe" A.O. Scott,
New York Times. 138 min.
cinestudio jorg
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Episode M: A Lost Hope
continuedfrompage 14
degree of confusion. How, after all, could
Lucas make two sub-par movies after three
classic hits? What many fans don't realize
is that Lucas only wrote and directed the
original Star Wars. Empire Strikes Back
and Return of the Jedi, the franchise films
with the best acting, writing and directing,
were only produced by Lucas. Irvin
Kershner, Richard Marquand and Lawrence
Kasdan were the creative geniuses behind
the sequels. I do not mean to undermine
Lucas' brilliance as a story-teller, but many

actors to deliver a convincing performance
opposite a pole with a piece of tape attached
to it as opposed to a living, breathing performer. This pole will, in post-production,
transform into Yoda or Jar-Jar, but at the
time when the acting must be dqn: it
remains an inanimate object being helB by a
stage hand. It takes an actor of great discipline to perform well under these conditions, but Lucas brought in many young,
inexperienced actors to play epic roles.
Hayden Christiensen, who is a decent actor
in bis own right, was handicapped from the

Lucas'... writing and directing skills leave a lot to be
desired.
of the aspects of the Star Wars franchise
which fans adore had little to do with
Lucas.
While Lucas' story-telling skills cannot
be impeached, his writing and directing
skills leave a lot to be desired. Lucas has
admitted that he doesn't enjoy working with
actors and, from bis work in the prequels, it
is obvious that his digital creations figure
more prominently in his pre- and post-production work than any human does. This is
not necessarily a bad thing, as I interpret
this contempt for actors as a result of Lucas'
frustration with people whose brains can't
keep up with his active imagination. But it
is a bad thing for the Star Wars saga, which
desperately needs good acting .to revive the
series. Only one actress, Pernilla August,
gave an abovte-'average performance in
Episode I and only two actors, Christopher
Lee and Ewan McGregor, performed beautifully in Episode II.

beginning, not only by Lucas' indifference
and digital manipulation, but his being
thrust into the role of Darth Vader, a task as
daunting as Hamlet in modern Hollywood.
Enter Episode III, the final chapter in
the now nefarious Star Wars series. This
promises to be the darkest episode, symbolized by its PG-13 rating and Lucas' warning
to families bringing small children. This
marks the first time any Star Wars movie
has received a rating above PG. Much of
the optimism surrounding Revenge of the
Sith hinges in this rating. Darker, for many
fans, is better. If we go by Star Wars precedent, this is certainly true. Empire Strikes
Back, which plunges into darkness and even
despair, is the finest entry in the series.
Still, no matter the tone and tenor of the
movie, bad writing and directing will still
cripple its success. A dark atmosphere is
nothing without concincing characters and
situations. Characters will most certainly
The bad acting in the prequels cannot be die, but will we care? Worlds will be transblamed solely on Lucas' directions. Blue formed, but will we be surprised? There is
screens play their part as well. Those digi- no doubt that my eyes will widen as I watch
tal special effects which fans love so much Revenge of the Sith, but will they water? I
come at a price; it is more difficult for doubt it.
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Him 401's The Caretaker

PREMIERE
THURSDAY Mli¥ 5,5:08 PM

. *

TRINITY CINESIHOBO
ADMISSION-FREE

f-jmrnpt^mmad?

"The Guvitakor,1" a lilm written >IIKI
\1 h> Tuniiy student in Advanced
J'dmmukiiu: will premiere i.\ Cmo
Sliulio tlii* 1 liutvlay May 5. at 5:00 p.m.
Sliideiih, Taelvn Lyons '05, Dena Ralla
'Oft, James "Gup1" Dvorak "US, Andrew
Ayilin '06. and Graham Wuifiey "05
workal mgoihCT tn product.' a twenty u>
thirty minute film written by Dvoiak
The highly interactive class was taught
by Glen Orkin and Ed MuKeon, visiting
Him instructors who own Hartford iiltn
and video production compunj, Motion
Inc. The se.roe.ste.i-long piocess involved
ediihii: the .script, planning the stage
locations, and making other lihii related
decisions. And Motion Siudios donated
alJ ol the filming ami editing equipment.
The dim"1- two ae/Lors, WJJ3i:irii
Sjiiiaith .mil Hillary Belli.-., were eaic1ully picked by (ho live students ui the

cnsiini' cali they held in New >oik Cny.
ClK»eJi amoivjsS 40 hopefuls. Belli1- ui;d
Sdllioil.'i worked Kit Ira
food, and A free hoiel mom.
took three twehc hour da\s, and each
student w:is <.'i\en si^ scenes to direel
and edit, t As of now it is still in the editing process but wil1 in.1 Eini-hfd by opening night.)
The film j« about the unique friendship of a vnunu woman, Kate. Miller
(Betta.s) and a cctncierj caretaker named
Jerome Shaie.s (Saliicitli). Killed patents
have jiiM been killed in u ear nodde.nl
and Jerome i* a .somewhat troubled
young ithai. lordlier, the two learn the
struggloi of developing true friendship.
"Students wh.i ;To see the film will definite.!} .'.-(.ivnue some ol the lociLii'sis,"
.-.aid J.idyn Lyons "05. - Etaniiiih
llurwiu. "il5

i

Sevendust Rocks Webster
continued from page 14

some of the freshest sounds to come out of
the hard rock scene in quite a while.
Following a 30-minute intermission,
Sevendust's show opening tribal, operalike sound sample shook the building to its
foundations as the members appeared on
stage and opened with "Suffocate" from
their most recent release, Seasons. Every
member was on target with an energy that
permeated the audience of moshers and
rockers. Especially energetic was Sonny
Mayo of Snot fame, who recently replaced
guitarist Clint Lowery on tour. Mayo had a
weirdness to his stage presence but per-

Animosity, including "Enemy," "Praise,"
"Trust," and "Xmas Day," frontman Lajon
Witherspoon talked with the crowd as if
they were all part of his family and commented on the band's upcoming record
before jumping into two new songs.
Amusingly, throughout the set, drummer
and background singer Morgan Rose went
through more drumsticks than most drummers would in a month and often threw the
sticks to the crowd as a fan threw a stick
back, occasionally meeting Morgan's hand
as he carelessly went through fill after
drum fill.

After a brief break, Sevendust came
back on stage for an
"encore" and Lajon,
apparently under the
influence of marijuana,
went into an extended
monologue to discuss
his love for the band and
comfort with the audience. The band surprisingly closed the show
with
fan favorite
"Bitch," accompanied
by Soundevice frontman
Erik Rogers, and brutal
"Face to Face."
Friday's show was
the epitome of a good
rock concert: energy,
Alternative Press moshers, headbangers,
good music, and even
The members of Sevendust pose before a show.
rednecks were in abunformed at the high caliber someone would dance. Given the solid performances by
expect from Sevendust.
Skindred and Sevendust, it will be quite
As the headliners punched through a some time before the Webster Theater
variety of tunes from Seasons and experiences as worthy a show.

"Never enough" is a way of life in Italy. You'll find the same is true at
Olive Garden - where the authentic Italian dining experience is our passion.
In fact, the only thing as strong as oar commitment to
100% guest delight, is keeping our employees 100% satisfied.

Servers • Hosi/Hostess • Bardenders
Line & Production Cooks • To-Go Specialists
Bussers • Dishwashers
"Good enough" is never enough at Olive Garden. Exceptional benefits, hands-on training,
flexible work schedules and real career opportunities to advance is only the beginning of the
great respect we show our extended Italian family of employees.
Come see the difference we're making at Olive Garden.
To apply visit us Wednesday, April 27 - Saturday. April 30, 8am-5pm.
men Monday, May 2 - Saturday, May 7, Sam- 5pm m:
1445 New Britain Ave., West Hartford, CT 06110.

M Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DW

www.oliregarden.com
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Spring Weekend Successful Despite Weak Headliner

Chuck Pratt

Howie Day strums a mellow acoustic set
continued from page 1
Sunday's show began at noon with an
opening performance from the two-time
winners of Trinity's Battle of the Bands,
The Family. Although very few students
had ventured out onto the quad so early,
those that did were rewarded with an
upbeat set that woke up the audience and
got everyone ready for the weekend's headliners.
. '
The show then took a more subdued
note with a typically mellow performance
from acoustic rocker Howie Day. His set
consisted mostly of the expected songs,
from "Collide" to "Sunday Morning
Song," with the one notable absence of his
popular <cover of Toto's "Africa." His
engagement with the audience was fairly

limited, other than a few remarks about
Trinity being an appropriate place to test
new songs, or the need to dig a moat
around LSC. Student reaction to the performance ran the gamut from highly enthusiastic to apathetic or disappointed.
Following Day's set, Zabrina Mclntyre '07
remarked that, "I really liked Howie Day
... well, considering the three options, I
liked Howie Day." While bis performance
was musically solid, its exceptionally mellow composition did little to build crowd
energy for the following bands.
While the main stage was being prepared for Reel Big Fish, The Family again
took the side stage and played a short but
energetic set. Their interesting mixture of
rock and funk was a sharp departure from

Day's lethargic showing, and played well
amongst the small crowd that gathered in
front of their stage. The necessity of completing their performance by the time Reel
Big Fish was ready to take the main stage
hurried The Family, but their enthusiasm
for Spring Weekend was infectious, and did
more to get the crowd energized than Day's
significantly longer performance.
Reel Big Fish then took the stage, and
quickly built upon the energy created by
The Family. Old hits such as "Trendy,"
"The Setup," "Beer" and especially "Sell
Out" were received well by Trinity students, although the crowd was still remarkably calm by Reel Big Fish show standards
- Spring Weekend may weE have marked
the first time that an enormous mosh pit did
not begin during their classic "Thank You
For Not Moshing." Songs off their latest
album We're Not Happy 'til-You're Not
Happy generated notably less enthusiasm,
although "Your Guts (I Hate Them)" drew
a fair number of laughs. After
closing with their much beloved
cover of Ahha's "Take On Me" the
crowd began chanting for "one
more song," which only died
down as the crew began unplugging their instruments and rearranging the microphone setup.
Next to take the stage was
Fabolous's DJ, who played art
unexpected assortment of music,
including several classic rock
songs, followed by Fabolous and
his crew of backup singers.
However, describing the other performers as backup singers is
somewhat misleading. ' When
asked what they thought about Horns

Fabolous' performance, the most common
student reaction was "I couldn't tell which
one he was." Of the four main performers
on stage during his set (not including the
DJ) there was no clear star, and most students expressed the opinion that his performance was not even in the same ballpark as Ludacris'. Several of the calls to
"all sing along" went mostly unanswered,
and during bis set students seemed generally more involved in the enormous mud
fight. One student, Giovanni Zabaneh '06
commented, "he was better than Ludacris,
but only because of the mud fight - there
wasn't enough mud last year."
Despite the weak closing act, Spring
Weekend was still quite successful, and
attendence was reasonable if not overwhelming. Junior Tom Soyster summed up
the experience with the opinion that,
"Howie Day was lackluster, Reel Big Fish
ruled the day, and Fabolous was about what
everybody expected: a low-budget rapper."

Chuck Pratt

bring the music of Reel Big Fish to life.

Trinity College
Shipping, Packaging
&
Summer Storage
We Can Store or Ship:
Computers, Stereos, SMs, Bicycles, Furniture, etc.

The UPS Store
ig to The Elton/Jones Quad
Wed. May 4 - Sat May 14
Rain: Mather Campus Center
Hours: 10:00 - 4:30
Attention Seniors:
New
on Friday, May 20
Monday, May 23
• Vernon Street -Outside The Bistro
1828 Boulevard
W. Hartford, CT 06119
(860) 232-2767

•
•
•
•
•
•

Available for Purchase:
Boxes,Tape,P0ster Tubes
Domestic & International Shipping Services
Packaging Materials <& Packaging Service
Summer Storage
Insurance
Locally Owned & Operated Business

Call To Reserve Space Now!

n»
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6:30 p.m. - May 6
Straylight Run, Minus The Bear, The
Honorary Title, Gratitude, Spitalfield
Schubert's Great Symphony
7:30 p.m. May 5, 6
Jim Brickman
5 p.m. May 7
9 p.m. May 7

6 p.m. - May 8
Marky Ramone - A Tribute to the
Ramones, Make Shift Stand, The
Prozacs, Consequences of Change,
Nipsiip, Fan the Fire

Classifieds
1993 Nissan Maxima GLE - $1750
Original owner, 3 liter V6 auto, ABS,
A/C, etc. 150k mi. Tires, muffler,
exhaust, brakes, newly replaced
860-262-5034
****Ticket Sale**** Lenny Kravitz @
the Oakdale,** Nelly @ Madison Square
Garden**, **Alicia Keys @ Radio City
Music Hall**. Any Sports Events or
EJroadway shows look us up online at
Bttlckets.com or call us at 1-888-RD Yanks!
•
Students, Faculty: Advertise in Classifieds.
Looking for babysitters or someone to rake
your leaves? Want to sell furniture or appliances from your dorm room? Job Offerings? Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
uiquiries to tripod@trincoll.edu
,,

Farmington Valley Symphony Orchestra
8 p.m. May 7

6 p.m. - May 7
'The Breakfast, Corkscrew Cool,'
Stan Sutton, Amity

Mother's Day Comedy Show
7:30 p.m. May 11

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-May 3
,9:310 p.m.BANQUET, a student led prayer service
' - » • -Chapel

FRIDAY-May 6
1:05 p.m. Muslim Prayers - Verger's Room
3:30 p.m. Honors Day Ceremony - Main Chapel

WEDNESDAY-May 4
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass-Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m., Sacrament of Reconciliation (RC) Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lessons
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons
,
THURSDAY-May 5
12 p.m. Holy Eucharist for Ascension Thursday
Friend ship Chapel
4:35 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass - Ascension
.
Thursday - Friendlship
6:30 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation - Crypt Chapel

SUNDAY - May 8
5:15 p.m. Vespers Service
Music by the Chapel Singers
Sermon by Daniel Heischman College Ghaplain
9:30 p.m. Recitation of the Rosary - Friendship
Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Cathoiic Mass
MONDAY-May 9
7:30 p.m. Peace Fellowship Meditation - Crypt
Chapel
TUESDAY-May 10
12 p.m. Second Tuesday - Potluck Picnic Chapel Garden (Weather Permitting)

Please visit our Web site at: www.trincoll.edu/cb.apel for worship service schedules and further
information on Chapel events.

ctur

Featured Event
of the Week

2:40 p.m.

Tuesday, May 3, 2005
McCook Library

Senior Poets Read!
5 p.m. Thursday, May 5
Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall

Anthropology 313 Research Presentations

Sponsored by English Department & Poetry Center

You are.invited to attend five short research presentations by
Anth 313 (Indigenous Peoples, Ethnic Groups and the State) students from 2:40-3:55 on Tuesday, May 3 in McCook Library. The
presenters are:

The world is never the same once a good poem has been
added to it. A good poem helps to change the shape of
the universe, helps to extend everyone's knowledge of
himself and the world around him. — Dylan Thomas

1. Sandra Gollob '07-Management of Diversity: ,
The Hmong in France and the USA

Be part of a good poem.
Please join us as we celebrate these fine poets and their
work-

2. Owen Denby '07~Sustainable Models of Ecotourism:
Can Indigenous People Benefit?
3. Holly Thompson '06~Education as an Effective Regeneration
Tool among the Maori
4. Eliza Keating '06~Global Warming in the Arctic:
Uncertainties faced by the limit

;

5. Roberto Santamaria '05--A!cohol on Native American Lands

DAVE BUCCO

JONATHAN GHESNEY
JENNIFER DUNN
KRISTEN KUCZENSKI
STEPHANIE SPINA
ADYTA WHITE-HAMMOND

SPORTS
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Tennis Earns fifth Place atNESCACs Mddlebury
Drops Two
to Bantams
PETER DACEY

Not only did she blank her opponent in
Both Dreyfus and Ruslander both
straight 6-0 sets, but she was also perfect earned a first round bye, and joined
It's been an up and down season for the with her doubles partner Ruslander, 8-0. Driscoll in the second round.
Women's Tennis team, but there has been a The other doubles pairs remained the same
Olwine and Ward also advanced a
definitive upturn the past few weeks. as in the Babson match.
round in singles.
Staring at the possibility of a losing dual
With a lot of momentum in their favor
Trinity was unable to make it past the
match record, the team came together at the coming off a three match winning streak, first round at A and B doubles, but the
end of the spring season to post together a the Bantams went into the NESCAC Driscoll/Ruslander duo did, thanks to a
string of victories and achieve a .500 Championships at Middlebury this past bye.
The team got eight points by the end of
record for the year.
weekend.
the
weekend, which tied them for fifth with
Coming off a win at home against MIT,
Trinity was looking for their players to
Trinity again had the advantage of their advance advance into the later rounds and Colby.
home courts against Babson on Apr. 22. get some surprise
Co-captain Diana Dreyfus '05 set the tone points from their * * * * * *
*• ^
-/?
; - , -«*. . * -,
early for Trinity with a win at the number- lower
seeded 1**•* ~."
«• .•- * - . - -f
one singles position, 6-2, 6-0.
players with a •" V
*,. s*; J * * • ^ »
" '
Babson's best efforts could not over- few upsets.
come the Bantam's superior talent, as
The format
* A ^ •*•* ^ " " *
Trinity also got wins in singles matches by for scored match£ !
'• %
first-year Brenna Driscoll and sophomore es included three ,** •%
* / - . * .
.\ f- iI.-''.
(•^
Julia Hoffman.
levels, A, B, and
.
*
f
J
_
Three singles matches were not neces- C, in both doubles
-Iv *' >^> i
§•'
sary to play, as Trinity also blanked Babson and singles com* * .,
in doubles.
petition.
Dreyfus teamed with fellow co-captain
The furthest a
S M #• - i V-SJ.-.
- - * • ?*• • : + '
•.' - a *
Brittany Olwine '05 for a 8-0 win, while Bantam got was
• :'--' Aif -<f n' » f' '•'
Hoffman and sophomore Madison Ward to three sets in the
r. . -. J .i' > *
* £" *?" *^*
....
won 8-6, and Driscoll and sophomore semifinal. This
Lindsay Ruslander closed the match with a was achieved by
• /« w J'
definitive 8-1 triumph.
Driscoll, who lost
The following match against Smith 4-6, 6-3, 3-6 in
"ft'^'^
proved to be just as convincing a victory the B singles
n
J
quarterfinal.
for Trinity.
Other than a loss at the top singles spot
Driscoll did
due to a minor injury to Dreyfus, the not receive a first
Bantams would sweep the field, winning round bye like
their remaining eight matches.
some of her team*.' I*
c** *
The closest Smith got was a three set mates and she
Jill*
two
match against Olwine, 4-6,6-2,'7-6 (10-4). earned
Hoffman, Ward, and Ruslander won at straight victories
Chuck Pratt
fourth, fifth, and sixth singles, respectively, to get to the quarbut the star of the day was Driscoll.
Julia
Hoffiman
'07
defeated
her
Babson
opponent
on
Apr.
22.
terfinals.
SPORTS WRITER
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Upcoming Events
Tue. May 3
Softball @ Western CT (DH)
Fri. May 6
Softball ©Williams (NESCAC Tournament
.@ Tufts)
Men's Track @ Springfield (New England
D. Ill Championships)
Women's Track @ Bates (New England
D. Ill Championships)
Sat. May 7
Baseball v s . Wesleyan (DH)
( 1 2 : 0 0 p.m.)
Softball @ TBA (NESCAC Tournament
@ Tufts)
Men's Track @ Springfield (New England
D. Hi Championships)
Women's Track @ Bates (New England
D. Ill Championships)
Men's & Women's Crew @ ECAC National
Invitational
Sun. May 8
Softball @ TBA (NESCAC Tournament
@ Tufts)
Men's & Women's Crew @ ECAC National
invitational

.

;

~

.

^

m

continued from page 20

inning, the Bantams were trailing 6-3 and
the outs were dwindling until Trinity came
up with a huge inning.
Again, the top of the order, Engster,
Natale and first-baseman Erik Paisley '06
came up big for Trinity, with Engster driving in a run with a double then scoring the
tying run on Natale's double. Natale
scored the winning run when the next batter, Paisley, singled. Relief pitcher Kyle
Cox '06 picked up his first win of the season with one and two-thirds innings of
scoreless work.
The heroics of the first game were only
eclipsed by those of the second game. This
time, the Bantams jumped out to an early
lead, which was erased when the Panthers
touched Trinity starter Joe Westcott '05 for
four runs in the fourth. The Panthers added
a fifth run in the next inning to make the
score 5-3 going into the home half of the
fifth inning.
Trinity went quietly in the fifth and
scored one in the sixth and then came up
for their last licks in the bottom of the seventh. Shortstop Tom DiBenedetto '08 led
off with a single. Middlebury then made a
pitching change to face Natale as the winning run. Natale proceeded to wallop a
two-run, walk-off home run to complete
the sweep.
Trinity is now 27-5 overall and will
play its final games of the regular season
next week as they host Wesleyan on
Saturday.

Offense Slugs Softball
to NESCAC Tournament
Moshier started on the mound for
continued from page 20
the second game, let's be honest, that's Trinity, giving up four-runs on seven hits
pretty amazing," stated Freeman. "It can over four innings. Coming in on relief,
be attributed to Laura's three run shot that Alvino was again great, surrendering one
landed in the tennis courts and Tori's great hit and striking out four over three innings
for the win. Gostonian continued her
pitching."
Trinity ran its record to an even 13-13 power surge in the second game with
overall and 3-3 in the NESCAC with the another moon shot over the fence, and the
split, while Tufts goes to 23-6 overall and spark caught on with her teammates as
Trinity pounded out 14 hits to score 10 runs
5-1 in the league.
and take the game
On Sunday the
easily.
team traveled to
B 1u m e r ,
Lewiston, Maine to
Moshier,
and
take on the Bates
Diatnantis each had
College Bobcats in
two hits each for
NESCAC East diviTrinity in the.second
sion action. The
game and Dougherty
Bantams swept the
gave up three runs
Bobcats, which qualon five hits with
ifies them' for the
seven strikeouts and
N E S C A C
no walks in the comChampionship
plete-game win.
Tournament for the
Gostonian finished
first time. Led by
the second game
two home runs from
going 4 for 5 with
sophomores Caitlin
four, runs scored,
Murphy and Carolyn
three RBIs, a double
King, the Bobcats
and a homer. Trinity
led 4-2 after four
Chuck Pratt improved to 15-13
innings, .but Trinity
scored three in the Softball qualifiesforitsfirstleague tourney, overall and ends the
sixth and three more in the seventh inning NESCAC regular season with a 5-3 record.
Bates falls to 9-9 overall and closes the
for the win.
Blumer paced Trinity in the first game, division slate with a 3-5 mark.
"After the Tufts comeback, there was
going 3 for 4 with two RBIs and two runs,
while Watson joined Gostanian with a no better way to go into the Bates series,"
round-tripper. Watson homered to open the said Freeman. "The scores speak for themsixth inning and Gostonian did likewise selves - everyone played 100 percent and
after Blumer had reached on a Bobcat error did something extraordinary. We can't
wait for the playoffs."
to give Trinity a 5-4 lead after six.
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Trinity. Crew Wins Six Trophies at New Englands
continued from page 20
Women and the Bantams took
that, Trinity was the heavy five of the eight races in which
favorite against Wesleyan and they entered boats - four by the
Conn. College.
Men and one by the Women.
First, on Apr. 23, the Bantams
At last year's New England
held their final race at Lake Championships, the conditions at
Quinsigamond
against the Lake Quinsigamond were very
Cardinals and Camels and blew difficult with headwinds and an
both teams oiit of the water. Of unfair lane assignment system.
the seven races that were held on This year, Mother Nature was
the day, the Bantams won five, much more kind, treating the eareach one by at least ten seconds lier races to a bit of a tailwind that
over the second place team. shifted into a crosswind during
Trinity collected the Men's and . tlie late1 day races. . Also unlike
Women's First and Second last year, the lanes were not
Varsity Eight Races along with assigned, but chosen by the
the Men's Novice Eight as well.
coaches prior to each race, with
The regatta against Wesleyan the team with the fastest time in
and Conn. College was really just the preliminary heats given the
a warm-up for the New England first choice.
Championships which were held
If there is one area, where
last Sunday, May 1 also on Lake Trinity does not significantly
Quinsigamond. Six events were excel, it is in the Fours races.
held for each the- Men and Both the Men's and Women's

caribou.cc.trincoll.edu
Trinity took first place in both VarsHy Eight races at New England's.

Fours were unable to finish in the
top three in their preliminaries,
and the Men finished 10th overall
while the1 Women finished 14th.
The Eight Races were a completely different story, however.
It is here that the Bantams have
built their success and reputation
over the past year and at New
England's, the Eight boats did not
disappoint.
While the Women's Crew
Team does not have the depth that
the Men's team has, in the First
Varsity Eight races, the results
were exactly similar. The women
easily won their preliminary heat
by over seven seconds and were
set to battle Williams in the Grand
Finale for the Alice P. Higgins
Cup. The Ephs were within a few
seconds of Trinity throughout the
entire race, but the Bantams
sprinted over the final 350 meters
to take first place by four seconds.
In the other Women's. Eight
races, the Novice Eight finished
third in their preliminary heat and
eighth overall while the Second
Varsity Eight qualified for the
Grand Finale by finishing second
in their heat, only • one second
behind UNH. The Grand Finale
of the Second Varsity Eight was a
very close race for lane selection,
with four teams within one second of each other's preliminary
times. Trinity was one of those
four and ended up with a third
place showing overall.
The Men's Novice Eight was
dominated by Trinity. They won

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99
16° Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Anchovies
Garlic
Hamburger
Mushrooms Onions
Ricotta
Sausage

caribou.cc.trincoll.edu

The Trinity men were the only Div..Hi team in the nation's top 20.
their heat by 11 seconds without would be the two deciding boats
sprinting at the end. Holy Cross for the victory. This time, howevalso won its heat and the two er, Holy Cross' preliminary time
teams finished first and second in was faster than Trinity's and the
the Grand Finale, with the Bantams settled for the second
Bantams winning the. race by six lane selection for the Grand
Finale.
seconds.
The field for the Finale was
In the Men's Second Varsity
Eight, the Bantams displayed very strong and for the entire
their depth to put together an effi- length of the race, the first few
cient, strong and determined sec- boats were in a very tight pack.
ond team to go along with their As the boats approached the final
celebrated first varsity team. 300 meters, Holy Cross and
Trinity dominated both their pre- Trinity were dead even. The
liminary heat and the Grand Bantams gave one final charge
Finale in the Second Varsity and sprinted the last lengths to
Eight, winning the heat by nine surge out to a slim lead and
seconds and Finale by seven sec- crossed the finish line less than
onds to capture the George two seconds ahead of Holy Cross.
Pocbck Trophy again over Holy
On the day, Trinity collected
Cross.
six trophies. Four for the individAfter a long day of racing at ual events won along with the
Lake Quinsigamond, the final New England Cup for total Men's
event was the Men's Varsity points, and the Quinsigamond
Eight. Up for grabs was the Commission Trophy for overall
Rusty Callow Trophy and once points both Men and Women
again Trinity and Holy Cross combined.

Broccoli
Eggplant
Cherry peppers Olivees
Pepperoni
Peppers
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $16.99
Additional toppings $2.00 each (4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASEIO

G R I N D E R S «»«.«

Fish . . . . . *

4.75

B.LT.
VEGGieCHEESE
ITALIAN

4.75 .
4.75
4.99

HARTFORD 498B FARMINGTON AVENUE
FREE DELIVERY 74e
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

236-2616

CHICKEN SALAD.
,
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO
$5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
•
$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD .
$5.75
With Chicken Breast
.-,$7.75
TOSSED SALAD.
Urge $4.99. . Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Italian
Extra Dressing
.40
DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2.25i
.Carrot Cake $2.99

. . - . . . ; . . . ; . ...:.;.., . $3.25

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fri. rSat. - 11am-Sam
Sunday - 12noon - 2am.

Fried Chicken & Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95
Fish & Chips
...:....:
7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken
. . .7.95
Served with coleslaw & French Fries

9.50

.9.50
9.50
9.98

SALADS

Chocolate Cake

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

16-who*

COOKED SALAMS
$4.75 . . . . $9.50
PASTRAMI
4.75. . . . . 9.50
GENOA.
4.75
9.50
HAM
4.75..
. 9.50
TURKEY.
4.75 .
9.50
PEPPERONI
4.75.
9.50
ROAST BEEF
4.75.
9.50
TUNA
4.75.
-g gg
COMBO (2 kinds of abovei . .
4.75
9.50
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
4.75. '..... 9.50
CHICKEN CUTLET . . . . .
4.75
9.50
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
4.75
9.50
VEAL PARMIGIANA .
4.75
9.50
VEAL CUTLET
4.75.
9.50
STEAK/CHESSE
""4.75
9.50
MEATBALLS
"
• • • • • • • • 4?5
g ^
SAUSAGE. ."
.". 4.75. . . . . 9.50

SIDEORDERS
WINGS {Mild, Hot,BBQ)
(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8) . . 5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE
(16")
3.25
FRIES
2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
.. .
'. 2.99
ONION RINGS
2.25
CINNAMON STICS
'.'.'.'.'."'.'.'.'.'.' 3.99
BREAD STICKS
. 2.99
CHIPS
50

Buy a Large Cheese

COMBO SPECIAL

with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)

2 Liter Soda

$15.99

$6.99
Large Chesse
Pizza

2 LITER SODA
with any Large Cheese Pizza

i.— F _ R _ E J__ -r
$1.00 OFF

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

FREE

i
i
1

Buy 16" Giant
Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

FREE

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

HOUSE SPECIAL. . . . .MED $11.99 LARGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions.peppers.
CHICKEN P E S T O . . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $10.99. LARGE $12.99
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99 . . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 U R G E $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN
MED $11.99 . . '. LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS
1
I

I
i

SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI ORZiTI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR 2ITI WITH SAUSAGE . . . .7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGiANAWITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
7.99
BAKED ZITI
.7.99
STUFFED SHELLS . . . .
.7.99
MEATRAVIOLU
.
7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI
7.99
Includes salad and roll

Calzones.

$5.99

Matte fan fresh dough and fated withmoaarella chesse andatoucho! ricotta.

Each additional item .75
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Softball Wins Two at Bates toEarn NESCAC Berth
CAT MAHER

Trailing, 1-0, after two innings in the top of the fifth after a two run triple by
opener, Trinity scored three runs in the top Stacy Hills '07.
The softball team defeated the visiting of the third on three singles and a two-run
Four Trinity errors allowed the
Amherst College Lord Jeffs in a 7-0 double by Freeman, and four more times in Cardinals to score two runs on one hit off
shutout on Apr. 19. Trinity jumped on the the fourth thanks to a two RBI double by Dougherty in the fifth inning Then in the
Amherst pitcher early and often, scoring Blumer. Moshier scattered eight hits and sixth, Cardinal senior Sue Frost hit a douthree runs in the bottom of the first inning walked only one, to earn yet another win.
ble to plate the eventual winning run after
on two singles, a double, and a two-run
In the back end of the double-dip, another Bantam error put the runner in
homer to left field by Laura Watson '06. Wesleyan scored twice in the bottom of the scoring position.
AJessandra Diamantis '07 bunted for a base fifth inning and again in the home of the
Dougherty took the loss despite allowhit with one out and scored on Watson's sixth to steal the second game from the ing just three hits and walking none with
homer. Sara Dougherty '07 singled and tri- Bantams. Trinity was leading 3-1 in the three strikeouts. She also went 2 for 3 with
captain Paige Blumer '05 doubled to right
field moving Dougherty over to third. She
later scored on a passed ball.
Three runs were all tri-captain pitcher
Victoria Moshier '06 would need, as she
did not allow a runner past second base and
struck out a pair of Lord Jeffs in a complete
game shutout for her sixth victory of the
year.
The Bantams added another run in the
third inning on an RBI double by tri-captain Lindsey Freeman '06 and scored three
times in the fifth frame on run-scoring hits
by Moshier^Beth Gostanian '08, and a wild
pitch. Trinity improved its record to 11-11
with it second consecutive shutout. The
Lord Jeffs dropped to 13-9-1 with their first
loss in three games.
The Bantams next traveled to
Middletown on Apr. 26 to play a doubleheader against non-divisional rival
Wesleyan. The teams split the games - the
Bantams won the first game 8-1 and the
Chuck Pratt
Cardinals won the second game 4-3.
Sarah Dougherty J07 looks strong at first, behind the plate, and on the mound.
SPORTS WRITER

:

a pair of runs scored to lead her team offensively. The Bantams moved to 12-12 while
the Cardinals are now 10-17.
This past Friday, the Bantams made up
their doubleheader with the Tufts
University Jumbos and again managed a
split. In the first game, Erica Bailey pitched
a complete game for Tufts, allowing only
one run on three hits while striking out
three. Dougherty was less than spectacular
in this outing and took the loss for the
Bantams, allowing six runs on eight hits in
three innings. Brittany Alvino '08 relieved
Dougherty and pitched four shutout
innings of relief for Trinity with only two
hits allowed. In the second game of the
doubleheader, the Bantams scored six runs
over the final three innings to come back
from a 6-1 deficit and defeated the Jumbos,
7-6. A solo home run by Blumer in the
fourth got the Trinity comeback started.
In the following inning, Watson clobbered a three-run homer over the centerfield fence to pull Trinity within one. The
Bantams were able to push across two
more runs across in the sixth to take the
lead. Moshier, who was shaky early in the
game was able to close the door on the
Jumbo offense after her team took the lead.
Moshier pitched . a complete game and
blanked Tufts over the final four innings
after allowing six runs on six hits in the
first three frames to pick up the win.
'To have come back the way we did in
see OFFENSE on page'18

Natale Powers Baseball to Sweep Crew Wins
Six Races at
Worcester

JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Panthers. In both games, the Bantams
trailed going into the final few innings and
in both games, Natale played a pivotal role
in the Bantams' comeback to victory.
In the first game, Trinity starter Jon
Rappaport '07 was roughed up, allowing
five runs - only two of which were earned
- in three and a third innings. Head Coach

Bill Decker saw enough and turned the ball
over to the bullpen to hold the Panthers.
Three relievers combined to pitch three and
two-thirds innings of one run ball to keep
Trinity in the game.
Going into the bottom of the sixth

Even after the dramatics of last week's
division-clinching split with the Tufts
University Jumbos last weekend, Trinity's
Baseball team keeps playing hard down to
the final out, as displayed this past weekend with a spectacular sweep of
see MIDDLEBURY on page 18
Middlebury this past Sunday. To go along
with the two they took from Middlebury,
Trinity also beat Brandeis the day before in
Waltham, Mass.
The Bantams were only able to get one
of the scheduled two games in on Saturday
against Brandies as the second one was
called off because of rain. In the first
game, starting pitcher Greg Talpey '06
earned the win in the shortened contest.
Talpey was solid, only giving up two runs
- of which only one was earned - on four
hits with no walks and four strikeouts.
Catcher and co-captain Andrew Fries
'05 drove in the game-winning runs with a
bases loaded single up the middle in the top
of the third inning to make the score 3-2.
Outfielder Matt Engster '05 had two RBIs
in the game and co-captain Jeff Natale '05
would seal the game with a solo home run
to right field to make the final score 5-2.
Sunday, the Bantams returned home to
try and complete another doubleheader
against the second place team in the
Chuck Pratt
NESCAC-West division, the Middlebury Second baseman William Wise '05 went 1 -5 with an RBI and a walk this weekend.

Read about crew's
dominant performance at New
Englands on page. 19.

INSIDE SPORTS
Read about Trinity tennis
on page xH.

Finish reading about baseball and softball on page 18.

JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Trinity's Rowing Program has been on
the rise for the past few years, and this season, both the Men's and Women's teams
are hitting their strides in terms of winning
big races in illustrious regattas. The Men's
team won the Head of Charles to end the
fall and they followed that performance up
with another win at the San Diego Classic
earlier this spring.
Their strong showing in the California
Cup led to the recognition of both Trinity's
teams in the national polls. The Men were
the only Division-IH team to be ranked in
the U.S. Rowing Collegiate National top
20, while the Women were picked as the
top team in the Collegiate Rowing Coaches
Association Division-Ill National poll.
In the past two regattas, the Bantams
have showcased their talent and depth by
winning convincingly on both occasions.
Last weekend at the New England
Championships both the Men and Women
were the top seeds, and the weekend before
see TRINITY on page 19

Check out" this week's
sports schedule in
'Sports in Brief on
18.

